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ABSTRACT
The Gasconade Formation (Lower Ordovician) has been studied in
the surface and subsurface in the Ozarks of Missouri and northeastern
Oklahoma.

The formation is mostly dolomite with a sandstone member

at the base (Gunter) and frequent occurrences of chert bodies of
different shapes pa rticularly in the middle part.
The dolomite crystals in the lower and upper parts are subhedral
to euhedral of equicrystalline to two-size fabric and range in size
from 300-600 microns, and subhedral to anhedral of variable fabric
and smaller size in the middle part.

A sequence of cloudy and clear

areas, named zoning, characterizes the euhedral crystals.

Three dif-

ferent types of zoning are recognized; type A, cloudy interior-clear
rims; type B, clear interior-cloudy rims and type C, a combination of
both or repetition of either, the latter being the most common.

Pellets,

oolites, intraclasts, fossils, and algal (cryptozoan) structures
characterize the formation especially the middle part.

The Gunter

sandstone is bimodal to polymodal.
Post-dolomitization solution affected the dolomite and sandstone
of the formation causing stylolites, rim and center corrosion, secondary mineral growth and pyrite replacement in dolomite and quartz.
Both the dolomite and chert in the Gasconade Formation have been
formed by replacement.

Dolomite replacement occurred in three phases,

early, middle (main) and late.

Over 90 percent of the original car-

bonate has been dolomitized during the main phase of dolomitization.
Chert replacement occurred in two phases, early and late.

The early

phase of chertification either interrupted or occurred soon after the
main phase of dolomitization .

iii

The Gasconade Formation was deposited in the intertidal zone of
a shallow sea.

During the deposition of the middle part of the for-

mation, the sea was shallower than during the deposition of either
the lower or the upper parts.
The diagenesis of the formation follows the following sequence:
early phase of dolomitization; middle (main) phase of dolomitization;
early phase of chertification; late phase of chertification and late
phase of dolomitization.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Gasconade Formation was studied due to the apparent lack of
any detailed information, especially as to the origin and diagenesis of
the

formation~

The Gasconade Formation is one of the least studied

formations in the Ozark area.

This lack of interest in the formation

is possibly due to the fact that the formation is generally a superficially homogeneous-appearing dolomite, except for a sandstone member
at the base and some chert beds and chert masses.

Furthermore, the

lack of any economic mineral within the Gasconade Formation has not
stimulated any study of the formation.

With this in mind it is hoped

that this study will develop a better understanding of the formation.
A.

Purpose and Scope of the Study
The dolomite rocks of the Cambrian and Lower Ordovician occupy a

thick stratigraphic interval in Missouri and most of the mid-continent
states.

Despite this wide areal distribution of dolomite, little study

has been made as compared to other units of different lithology.

This

study has been carried out especially to establish the sequence of
geologic events that have occurred since the sediments were laid down.
The main points of concern in this study are:
i)

Diagenesis of the original sediments with emphasis on dolomit-

ization, and chertification or silicification.
ii)

Interpretation of the environments of deposition of the

original sediments and their origin.
iii)

Establishment of the paragenesis (sequence of diagenetic

events) of the rock.
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Some other features have shown up during the course of study such
as zoning of dolomite crystals.

An attempt has been made to determine

the cause of such features and their meanings.

A detailed study of

zoning features in the formation may result in better understanding
of the environment of deposition and diagenetic processes demonstrated
by the Gasconade Formation.
Because of the limited exposures, the Gunter Sandstone member
was not studied as thoroughly as the carbonate, nevertheless a brief
description of the petrology of the Gunter member is given.
B.

Location of Study Area
The study area covers both the surface and the subsurface occur-

rences of the formation, although it has been generally concentrated
on surface outcrops in south-central Missouri.

The formation is ex-

posed in the Ozark uplift south of the Missouri River as hi gh cliffs
along streams.

Some of the stratigraphic sections studied here have

been selected from previously described sections in the literature.
The rest of the sections have not been presented before.

The choice of

these sections was based on the thickness of exposure of the rocks.
Exposures of less than 100 feet in thickness were not used.

In

addi~

tion to nine surface exposures measured, described and sampled, cores
of three drill holes were also studied.

In the surface exposures used,

the Gunter Sandstone member as well as the lower part of the formation
was not exposed except at two localities.

Moreover, in several measured

sections, the upper 30-40 feet of the formation are covered by Roubidoux residuum and soil.
The detailed geographic location of the stratigraphic sections as

3

well as the location of the drill-holes is given for each in the appendix.
Two of the drill holes are in the northeast corner of Oklahoma, while
the third is in central Missouri.

No drill holes were available for

study to cover the subsurface occurrences of the formation in the southeast or eastern part of the state of Missouri.

Stratigraphic sections

are named for topographic or cultural features closest to the sections,
and sections will be referred to by the symbols given in the appendix.
The drill holes are referred to by the designation used by the company
that released these cores.
C.

Topographic Expression of the Formation
The Gasconade Dolomite is exposed along rivers, streams and in

deep cuts.

It stands almost vertically in sharp cliffs.

The areal

distribution of the formation is limited though it is thicker than
other formations which have greater areal distribution.

Within its

outcrop areas the Gasconade Formation is the best exposed and has the
thickest exposure of any formation in the Ozarks.

One of the most

scenic features in the Ozarks is produced by the sharp, vertical Gasconade cliffs that can be seen from a distance alonq rivers, streams
and valleys.
nature.

Such ruggedness gives the Ozark uplift its characteristic

The major rivers and creeks where the Gasconade Formation is

well exposed in southcentral Missouri are the Big Piney, Little Piney,
the Gasconade, the Osage, the Black, Meramec and Niangua rivers, and
Tavern, Janca and Logan creeks.

Also, a good exposure of the Gasconade

Formation is displayed around the Lake of the Ozarks in Miller and
Camden counties.
Because the dominant rocks in the Ozarks are carbonate, solution
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has caused considerable volume reduction.

The end result of this re-

duction in volume will vary according to structural, topographic and
lithologic conditions.

To give an example of how extensive the amount

of carbonate and other minerals carried by ground water is, the following
modified quotation is taken from the "Guidebook to the Karst Features
and Stratigraphy of the Rolla Area", prepared for the field trip of the
Association of Missouri Geologists, September 1972.

The water analyses

prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey for Maramec Springs near St.
James, Phelps County, Missouri are as follows:

1970-S

Si0 2
6.7

Fe
63

Mn
10

Ca
21

Mg
12

Na
2.0

HC0 3
118

1970- F

9. 1

90

4

34

17

2.4

204

so 4
8.2

Cl
2.6

N0 3
9.0

3.8

3.7

3.9

Results are measured in mg/1 except for Fe and Mn which are given
Ug/1.

Measurements are made during the spring (S) and fall (F) of the

year 1970.
11

Conversion of the Spring (S) values from the table above for

1970 into short ton per day based on an average flow rate [of
the Maramec Spring] of 95,000,000 gallons per day, yields the
impressive figures of 2.6 tons of silica; 8.32 tons of Ca ++ ;
4.76 tons of Mg ++ ; 0.8 tons of Na + ; 3.25 tons of

so 4=;

one ton

of C1-; 1.59 tons of N0 3-. These [figures] become more meaningful
if we take only Ca and Mg and convert these to volume of carbonate
dissolved.

Approximately 420 cubic feet of rock a day is taken

into solution, or a block just over one mile long, 5 feet high
and 500 feet wide in 100 years ...
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It may be worth mentioning here that Maramec Spring is
flowing in the lower part of the Gasconade Formation.

Mentioned here

are some features formed due to volume reduction by solution.
1.

Caves
The state of Missouri has nearly 3,000 catalogued caves.

These

caves have been interpreted as largely the product of groundwater
circulation under mature topography that vanished with peneplanation.
Most of these caves are air-filled.

Some contain red clay deposited

as residue by penetration of subsurface water.

The caves vary in size.

Some may extend only for a few feet while others may extend for hundreds of feet with large galleries and numerous chambers .

Some caves

contain stalactites and stalagmites generally in vertical positions.
The large caves are commercial as tourist attractions.
Although the caves are not confined to the Gasconade Formation,
the formation contains more caves than any other formation in
the Ozark Plateau.

Many commercial caves are within the Gasconade

Formation such as Maramec Cavern.

The number of caves within the

formation are too numerous to mention, although Maramec Cavern is
probably the best known.
2.

Solution Sinks
Sinks are also present in the Gasconade Formation where it is not

covered or the overlying Roubidoux Formation is not forming a thick
cover.

Although sinks are not as widespread in the Gasconade Formation

as compared with other formations such as the Jefferson City, they are
an additional cause of volume reduction.
ly filled with clay and sandstone.

Many sinks are filled or part-

In rare cases, sinks may be filled

with iron ore as in the sink of the old Maramec Iron Works near St.
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James, Missouri.

Some of the impressive sinks developed in the Gas-

conade Formation are Conical and Slaughter sinks,
N., R. 10 W., and King Sink,

SW~,

SW~,

sec. 34, T. 37

sec. 36, T. 36 N., R. 10 W., Phelps

County, Missouri.
3.

Springs
A third cause of volume reduction by solution is the formation

of springs.

The Gasconade Formation contains more springs than any

other formation in the Ozark Plateau.

Some of these springs are fairly

small and/or of seasonal flow depending on rain.

Others are fairly

large with a large but variable discharge depending on rain.

Some of

the large springs are associated with resort or recreation areas as in
the case of Maramec Spring.

(Results of the chemical analyses of the

average flow of the Maramec Spring have been given earlier).
D.

Method and Procedure of Study
The field work of this study was concerned essentially with the

measuring, sampling and field description of selected sections and
drill cores.

The main part of the laboratory work involved preparation

and study of thin sections of each sample, a total of 750 thin sections.
A great emphasis was placed on sampling and thin sectioning of chert
despite the difficulty in preparing these samples.

This emphasis was

due to the belief that chert may be of value in determining the original
features of the rocks.

This belief was generally confirmed.

The thin section study was supplemented by X-ray diffraction
analyses of dolomite and insoluble residues.

The scanning electron

microscope was used on some samples that show zoning of the dolomite
crystals.
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Selected thin sections were stained using a modified staining
technique suggested by Dickson (1965, p. 587).

This staining technique

differentiates between calcite, dolomite, ferroan calcite and ferroan
dolomite.

Size analyses of samples of the Gunter Sandstone were also

made.
E.

Previous Work
To the best ot the writer's present knowledge, no study of this

nature has been devoted exclusively to the Gasconade Formation in the
Ozark area of Missouri.

The work that has been done previously has

been primarily stratigraphic for mapping purposes depending mainly on
field work.

The information was then presented in the description of

the geology of the particular geographic area.
Nason (1892, pp. 114-115) was the first to use the name Gasconade
for the" ... great series of limestone [dolomite] beds interstratified
with thin beds of sandstone which underlie the Roubidoux", along the
Gasconade River in south central Missouri.
limit of the formation.

He did not define the lower

In his definition, Nason included the third

and fourth magnesian limestone of Swallow's classification (1855,
pp. 114-131).

Winslow (1894, p. 331) considered all the stratigraphic

interval between the Iron Mountain Conglomerate (basal Lamotte) below
the Crystal City (St. Peter) Sandstone above as Gasconade.

Nason and

Winslow were incorrect in considering the Roubidoux as equivalent to
the Crystal City (St. Peter) Sandstone.
Ball and Smith (1903, pp. 30-4) defined the formation as the
stratigraphic interval above the Gunter Sandstone and below the St.
Elizabeth (Roubidoux Formation).

Marbut (1907, pp. 26-32) redefined
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the formation to include the Gunter Sandstone at the base, his definition has been followed for over 20 years.
Lee (1913, pp. 12-20) described the occurrences of the formation
Weller and St. Clair (1928, pp. 61-68)

in the Rolla Quadrangle.

described the occurrences of the formation in Ste. Genevieve County
and gave a list of identifiable fossils in the formation.
Bridge (1930, pp. 98-117) restricted the use of the term .. Gasconade .. to the upper part of the formation.

To the lower part, which

includes the Gunter at the base and some of the overlying dolomite, he
gave a new term,
ferences.

11

Van Buren .. based on paleontologic and lithologic dif-

The Van Buren-Gasconade 11 restricted 11 contact was ill- defined,

a fact which led to the dropping of the term 11 Van Buren .. later.
described occurrences and fauna of the formation in the area.

He
Dake

(1930, pp. 136-161) gave a description of the formation in the Potosi
and Edgehill Quadrangles and included a faunal list for the Gasconade.
Dake followed Bridge in the use of the term Van Buren for the lower
part of the formation.

McQueen (1931, p. 119) and Grohskopf and

McCracken (1949, p. 30) reported the possibility of recognizing the
Van Buren and Gasconade 11 restricted 11 in the subsurface based on study
of insoluble residues.
Hendriks, (1954, pp. 31-40) however, used the term 11 Gasconade 11 as
defined by Marbut, reasoning that 11 no satisfactory field or subsurface
criteria have been found to separate the two formations (Van BurenGasconade- restricted) ...

Heller (1954) in his

11

Stratigraphy and Paleon-

tology of the Roubidoux Formation of Missouri 11 briefly mentioned the
Gasconade Formation, but he referred to several Gasconade-Roubidoux
exposures.

9

The formation has also been referred to in some theses, but these
studies have been limited to small areas, presentations are general and
the mention of the Gasconade Formation is very brief.
such theses are listed in the bibliography.
Cambro-Ordovician dolomite are limited.
to later in the thesis where appropriate.

For completeness,

Studies devoted to

Such studies will be referred

10

II.
A.

STRATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES

Stratigraphy
The term .. Gasconade Dolomite .. or

11

Gasconade Formation .. as used

here will refer to the stratigraphic unit below the Roubidoux Formation
and including the Gunter Sandstone member below.

This use of the term

follows that of Marbut (1907), which is the accepted definition used
by the Missouri Geological Survey and Water Resources (Knight and Hayes
1961, p. 22)

The Gasconade Formation is the oldest geologic unit of

the Canadian Series of the Ordovician System.
The formation overlies Cambrian strata and according to most
authorities, the contact is unconformable.

Ball and Smith, p. 29,

claimed that the Gunter is unconformable over the Procter limestone
11

(Eminence Dolomite) in Miller County.

11

Marbut, p, 26, stated that the
11

unconformity is erosional ... rather than structural .. in Morgan County.
Weller and St. Clair, p. 67, reported that the .. Gasconade rests unconformably upon the underlying Eminence and in some places on the Potosi ..
in Ste. Genevieve County.

Bridge, p. 105, indicated that the Van Buren

(lower Gasconade) is unconformable upon the Eminence in Eminence and
Cardareva Quadrangles.

Dake, p. 145, reported that the Van Buren .. rests

on older formations from Eminence down to Bonneterre with obvious unconformity in the Potosi aY;KJ Edgehi l l Quadrangles.

Hendriks, p. 41 ,

referred to the contact as unconformable in the Steelville Quadrangle.
During this writer's field work, on ly two sections showed the lower
contact, the first is section A in Ste. Genevieve County and the second
is Meramec River Sectio n M.

In the first section, worn chert pebbles

were found in the lower sandstone beds of the Gunter Sandstone.
pebbles were restricted in distribution.

The

The sandstone was noticed

11

to fill channels in the underlying Eminence Dolomite.

In section M,

the Gunter member is not sandstone and the Eminence-Gasconade contact
is placed at the first appearance of a few scattered fine sand grains
in dolomite which occurs in thin-bedded horizon below a massive ledge
at about 40 feet above the base of the exposure.

During the study of

drill cores, reworked fragments of the underlying dolomite were noted
mixed in the lower sandstone beds.

It is concluded here that, in

agreement with the authors previously cited, the nature of the contact
of the Gasconade with underlying formation is unconformable; furthermore that there is no structural break and the unconformity is of an
erosional type.
In regard to the Roubidoux Gasconade contact, most workers agree
to put the contact at the first appearance of sandstone beds or at the
base of abundantly cherty, occasionally brecciated dolomite.

There

generally seems to be no break in sedimentation between the Gasconade
and the Roubidoux but only a change in lithology, although Lee, pp. 3334, mentioned some evidence for an unconformity between Gasconade below
and Roubidoux above in the Rolla Quadrangle.

Bridge, p. 115, mentioned

a probably unconformable relation between the Gasconade below and the
Roubidoux above in Eminence and Cardareva Quadrangles.

Dake, pp. 156-

158, suggested a possibility of an unconformity in the Potosi and Edgehill Quadrangles.
During the field work, the writer encountered the Gasconade-Roubidoux contact in several localities.

In none of these places was

evidence of a break in sedimentation noticed except for a change in
type of sediments.

Both units at the contact are parallel, in some

places with reddish chert masses (section E) or reworked detrital
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dolomite fragments (section W, and drill cores P, and GT) or just a
sudden change in lithology from dolomite in the Gasconade Formation to
sandstone in Roubidoux Formation (sections Sand G), Plate 1, Fig. 3.
1.

Lithology
The detailed description of the lithology of the formation is

given in the description of the stratigraphic sections in the appendix.
Some of the common and general features will be briefly discussed here
under the following subheadings:
a.

sandstone, dolomite and chert.

Sandstone (Gunter Sandstone) - The sandstone is present at

the base of the Gasconade Formation (the Gunter Sandstone).

The term

Gunter was first used by Ball and Smith, pp. 26-29, for the lower sandstone member of the formation.

The name

11

Gunter

11

is from the now

abandoned Gunter post office in Miller County in south-central Missouri.
The sand content of the Gunter varies from sand grains floating in
dolomite to quartz sand grains with silica cement.

(For a lithofacies

map of the Gunter in southern Missouri refer. to Knight, 1954, p. 58).
The thickness of the unit is as variable as its lithology.
thickness varies from 0 to 50 feet in Camden County, Missouri.

The
Cheno-

weth (1968, p. 1683), reported that a well near Fort Smith, Arkansas
had 140 feet of Gunter Sandstone.
The outcrop of the Gunter is limited if compared with that of the
Gasconade.

The outcrop is localized and well-exposed in Miller County

(Ball and Smith, pp. 26-29).

The sandstone is generally medium-to

thin-bedded, but occasionally it is thick-bedded.
by cross- bedding and ripple marks.

It is characterized

The fresh color of the sandstone

is generally white to light gray when not stained.

For the grain size

and shape of the Gunter Sandstone, refer to the "Size Analysis of the
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Gunter Sandstone
b.

11

in this thesis.

Dolomite - the dominant lithology in the Gasconade Formation

is dolomite.

Dolomite forms the bulk of the formation and is present

throughout the stratigraphic and geographic occurrences of the
formation.

The color of the dolomite (the color referred to here is

that of the fresh rock, the weathered color was not recorded) is
always light, ranging from light gray, light olive gray, light yellowish gray to pinkish gray.
stratigraphic control.

Changes in color tones seem to have no

This limits the use of color in correlation.

The present color of the rock is probably not the original color of the
sediments.

Some changes in color or staining took place because of

post-depositional changes such as the effect of circulating waters in
the rock and other effects of weathering.
The bedding of the formation is as variable as its color, varying
through thin, medium, thick and massive. *

It is not uncommon to find

a particular bed with massive bedding at a single locality which is
weathered into medium and even thin beds within a short distance.

Close

to or associated with chert, particularly the bedded chert, the bedding
tends to be thin to medium in nature.

When chert is absent, the bedmng

is generally medium to thick or even massive.

Although there seems to

be no stratigraphic control on the type of bedding, there is a tendency
for the bedding to be medium to thick bedded and occasionally massive
in the lower part, thin to medium in the cherty middle part, and again

*The term thin-bedded is used when the thickness of the bed is less than
4 inches. The term medium-bedded is used when the thickness of the bed
is more than 4 11 , less than 1•. The term thick-bedded is used when the
thickness of the bed is more than 1•, less than 3•. The term massive
is used when the thickness of the bed is more than 3•.
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medium to thick and even massive above.

This general arrangement

has exceptions.
It may be worth noting here that there is a close association
tween the size of the dolomite crystals and the type of bedding.

be~

There

is a general tendency for the crystals to be of large size (above 300
microns) and of euhedral-subhedral shape where the beds are thick to
massive.

In most cases this is also true for medium beds.

On the

other hand, smaller crystal sizes and different crystal shapes are
associated with thin and medium bedding.
The crystal sizes, shapes, textures and fabric along with the
microscopic features present in the thin sections such as pellets,
intraclasts, oolites and other features will be dealt with in detail
in the following chapter of this thesis.
c. Chert - Chert is present in the formation in a wide variety of
forms, bedded, nodular, in irregular masses, in thin plates, disseminated in dolomite, or as thin streaks along bedding planes.

Even with

this wide range of occurrences, none of these forms is persistent.

The

chert may be bedded at one locality and a short distance away grades
into dolomite.

The thickness of a chert bed ranges from less than one

inch to as thick as 7 feet.
The nodular chert varies in s i ze and shape.

In size it may be as

small as one inch in diameter or even less, or as large as three feet
in diameter.

Nodular chert may be rounded, ellipsoidal, disc-like or

may take other shapes.

When not rounded, the chert nodules are dis-

posed with their long dimension parallel to the bedding.

When broken,

the nodules usually display a banded pattern.
The irregular chert masses can occur in a wide range of sizes and
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shapes.

In most cases, they contain dolomite as a core inside the

chert.

The thin plates of chert, when present, are usually, but not

in all cases, parallel to the bedding.

The thickness of the plate is

usually less than l/4 of an inch and can reach up to 8 inches or more
in length.
The cherts vary in color.

The dominant color is in the very light

gray to white range, but other colors are present, some as deep as
medium-dark gray, especially when the chert is oolitic.

The chert is

either dense and compact, porous and light, soft, or tripolitic.
and chalcedony overgrowth forms druse in vugs.

Quartz

In several cases, the

chert is fractured and brecciated, with quartz overgrowth as a cement.
The fracturing and brecciation may have been caused by the removal of
soluble carbonates leaving vugs which became filled with water.

If this

water were frozen, a great force would have been exerted due to the
increase in volume resulting in fracturing.

Chert is brittle and when

subjected to stress reacts by rupturing.
The stratigraphic distribution of the chert is as follows:

Some

cherts of the nodular type, and to lesser extent the other types, are
present in the lower part of the formation.

The middle part, where

all the different varieties are present, contains most of the chert.
The upper part of the formation contains a lesser amount of chert than
that in the lower part.

The stratigraphic section inSte . Genevieve

County contains more chert throughout the section than is usual in other
places.

Dake, pp. 152-153, offers some reasons for this abnormal increase

in chert in the Gasconade Formation in the St. Francois Mountain area.
He concludes that the formation may once have been much thicker than it
is now, and the high silica (chert) content is attributable to the
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solution of carbonate, leaving the insoluble silica behind.
The chert probably has helped to give the formation the kind of
roughness it displays in the exposures.

The preponderance of chert

in the middle part of the formation is probably one of the reasons that
this part of the formation is so well preserved and widely exposed.
The nearly chert-free upper part of the formation rarely crops out, and
it is believed that this part has been removed by erosion and/or by
solution in some areas, especially in the southern exposure of the
formation where about 30-40 feet are missing.

It is interesting to

note that the main cryptozoan horizon and the thick-bedded chert unit
in the middle part of the Gasconade usually occur at the base of the
caves and ledges in the formation.
The chert is the main source of information with regard to original features of the formation.

Fossils, oolites, pellets, intraclasts

and, above all, the algal structures are preserved in the chert.

De-

tails of these features and a discussion of the origin of this chert
will follow later in the text.
2.

Paleontology
Detailed study of the Gasconade fauna is not the main intention of

this thesis. * However a brief review of the literature regarding the
Gasconade fauna is appropriate as a supplement to this study of the
formation.

*The paleontological study of the Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovician
Formations in Missouri is currently a Ph.D. thesis project of Bruce
Stinchcomb, a graduate student at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
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Prior to the work of Weller and St. Clair, little attention was
paid to the fossil content of the Gasconade Formation.

They made a

list of the fauna (p. 68) and also made the first attempt to correlate the formation regionally by the use of the fossils.
Bridge, pp. 106-108 and 115-117, was the first to provide a comprehensive presentation of the fauna of the formation.

His subdivision of

the formation into the Van Buren below and the Gasconade (restricted)
above was made mainly on the basis of differences in fauna, especially
gastropods, cephalopods, and cryptozoa.

In the Gasconade (restricted)

he subdivided the faunal occurrences of gastropods into three zones;
the "Euomphalopsis zone", near the base of the formation; the "Ozarkina
zone" above it and probably below the cryptozoan reef, and the Helicotoma zone above the cryptozoan reef.

Bri dge also gave a detailed

description of the fauna of the formation in most of the Ozark region.
Dake, pp. 146-147 and 158-160, discussed the fossil occurrences of the
Gasconade in his study area, referring to Bridge's faunal zonation.
Most if not all of the fossils of the formation are preserved in
chert and most of the fossil collections reported have come from residual chert.

During the field work of this study, several fossils and

fossil fragments were noticed in place.

Gastropods, cephalopods and

brachiopods were the dominant kinds of fossils observed.

References

to the occurrences of such fossils are given in the detailed description
of the stratigraphic sections in the appendix.

It was also possible to

find small fossils and fossil fragments under the microscope.
them were totally chertified, while others were partly so.
of preservation provides much needed information
sequence of events in the Gasconade.

Some of

This kind

to establish the
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3.

RegiQn~l ~orrelati£n

of the Formation

The number of fossils preserved in the Gasconade Formation is
fairly adequate to correlate the formation regionally.

Table l,

compiled from different sources, shows the stratigraphic position of
the Gasconade Formation with respect to rocks of equivalent age in
surrounding areas.
B.

Sedimentary Structures.
The sedimentary structures of the Gasconade Dolomite have environ-

mental implications, particularly the large scale structures that can
be observed in the field.

These should not be confused with the

small scale structures developed after dolomitization.
The large-scale sedimentary structures are both primary and
secondary.

Primary structures observed are:

and ripple marks.

cross-bedding, mud cracks

The secondary (epigenetic) structures are sink-holes,

faults, joints (of small scale and local value) and caves.
1.

Primary Structures
a.

Cross-bedding - Cross-bedding is present in both the Gunter

Sandstone and in the dolomite of the Gasconade Format io n.

In the

Gunter exposures it has been reported by several workers: Ball and
Smith pp. 26-27 in Miller County, and Marbut, pp. 27, in Morgan County.
Cross-bedding was observed by this writer in Section A.

Other localit-

ies where the Gunter Sandstone shows cross-bedding are at Hahatonka
in Camden County, near Eminence in Shannon County and in roads i de exposures in the north bluff of Logan Creek valley in

NW~,

Sec. 24, T.

30 N., R. 2W Reynolds County.
Low angle cross-bedding in the dolomite of the Gasconade Formation
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Explanation of Plate 1.

Primary Structures

Fig. 1.

Ripple marks in dolomite i n the
exposure in a drainage ditch at
Missouri Highways 8 and 68 east
County, Missouri. The exposure
bove the main cryptozoan unit .

Fig. 2.

Low angle cross-bedding (at arrows) in dolomite in the
Gasconade Formation below the main cryptozoan unit in
section G.

Fig. 3.

Roubidoux-Gasconade contact (at hammer). Note the
porous weathering of the Gasconade dolomite below the
massive Roubidoux sandstone. The dolomite is brecciated
by solution. Section S. The contact is sharp at th i s
location.

Gasconade Formation in an
the intersection of
of St. James, Phelps
i s stratigraphically a-
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Fig. l

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Plate 1.

Primary structures
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has been reported by Ball and Smith, p. 34, and Lee, p. 14.

Cross-bed-

ding was noted by this writer in Sections E and G, Plate 1, Fig . 2.
Even though cross-bedding is present in the formation, its use
to determine the current direction quantitatively is limited either
because of scanty exposures, as in the Gunter Sandstone, or rare occurrences as in the dolomite.
b.

Desiccation cracks - Desiccation-cracks are present in the

dolomite and were observed in the thin-bedded unit below and above
the cryptozoan unit in most of the sections.

The cracks are 15 mm

wide at their widest position and do not exceed 100 mm in length.

They

are not commonly of polygonal character but rather are composed of
two or three intersecting cracks.
tudinally and in depth.

Each crack is tapered both longi-

The filling material is mostly dolomite, but

in some cases chert is also present.
of darker color than the matrix.

The filling dolomite is usually

In most cases the bedding planes

contain thin, white, tripolitic chert laminae.

The cracks are well

displayed in the middle part of sections L, J, E, G, M, and S.

Cracks

in the middle part of the formation have been also reported by Ball and
Smith, p. 34, and Lee, p. 14.
c.

Ripple marks - Ripple-marks are commonly associated with cross-

bedd i ng in sandstone as stated by Pettijohn (1957, p. 186), and they occur together in the Gunter Sandstone.

Ball and Smith, pp. 26-27,

reported ripple marks in the Gunter.

They have been noted by this

writer in section A, where the amplitude is about 1. 5 em and the length
i s 5 em .
Ripple marks were ob served in dolomite in an outcrop of the Gasconade Formation at the intersection of Missouri Highways 8 and 68 south
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of St. James, Plate 1, Fig. 1, and were also observed in the middle
part of section L.
The ripple marks in both the dolomite and sandstone are symmetrical and uniform in size in one place, although deviations exist.
2.

Secondary Structures
Secondary (epigenetic) structures formed after the main phase of

dolomitization and are due to solution.

Small-scale faults and joints

were observed in many sections especially in connection with sinkstructures as in section L.

Most of the faults are vertical or in-

clined with small throw and are normal or tensional.
a separation of up to 12-15 em on the average.

The joints have

They are filled with

brecciated chert, sandstone and clay, probably of Pennsylvanian age.
In few cases, the filling materials include, with others, black organic material (poor quality coal or organically rich shale of Pennsylvanian age.).
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III.
A.

PETROLOGY AND PETROGRAPHY OF DOLOMITE AND CHERT

Introduction
Carbonate rocks form about 15-20% of the sedimentary rocks in the

earth•s crust.

They are widely distributed both geographically and

geologically.

Furthermore, the Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovician

formations in the Mid-Continent are mostly carbonate, a large percentage of which is dolomite.

With this in mind it is curious to note the

extensive amount of work done on noncarbonates, namely sandstone, compared to that on carbonates. The same is true, if the work done on
limestone is compared with that done on dolomite, it becomes clear
that the study of dolomite is lagging far behind.

Therefore it is

hoped that this study will contribute some much needed information to
this rather neglected field.
This part of the thesis covers the microscopic examination of thin
sections of the Gasconade Formation.

Features observed under the micro-

scope will be described in this part as follows :
1.

Texture and fabric of the dolomite crystals

2.

Zoning in dolomite

3.

Primary features preserved in dolomite and chert.

These

features give the only reliable clue as to the nature of the original
sediments, although their presence is very limited.
mainly:
a.

Pe 11 ets

b.

Oolites

c.

Intraclasts (?)

They include
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B.

d.

Fos si 1s and foss i 1 fragments

e.

Algal (cryptozoan) structures

Texture and Fabric of the Dolomite Crystals
No existing terminology is in use at present to describe the

texture and fabric of dolomite crystals except for the paper by Friedman
(1965, pp. 643-655).

In his paper Friedman indicated the need for con-

cise terminology to describe the texture and fabric in sedimentary rocks
in which the original features have been obscured or obliterated.

The

main points of interest in Friedman•s paper are briefly reviewed below:
Crystallization texture:
crystals.

refers to the shape of individual mineral

The terms are:
Anhedral:

absence of crystal faces bounding the mineral
grains

Subhedral:
Euhedral:

Partially developed crystal faces
well developed crystal faces.

Friedman uses the term equigranular if the constituent crystals
are approximately of the same size and inequigranular if they are not.
Crystallization fabric:

refers to the mutual relations of the crystals

and applies to both equigranular and inequigranular rocks.

The fabric

terms used are:
Xenotopic:

majority of crystals are anhedral.

Hypidiotopic:
Idiotopic:

majority of crystals are subhedral.

majority of crystals are euhedral.

In addition to the terms defined above, Friedman also uses two additional
terms:

1) Porphyr otopic:

miner al crystals of more than one size and in
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which larger crystals are enclosed in finer grained matrix.
lotopic:

2)

Poiki-

larger crystals enclose smaller crystals of other minerals.

The terms anhedral, subhedral and euhedral are used in this thesis
as defined above.

The terms equicrystalline and inequicrystalline are

used for equigranular and inequigranular respectively.

Other terms

are modified here as follows:
When the dolomite is equicrystalline or .nearly so, the terminology
used is:
Equi-anhedral is used for xenotopic
Equi-subhedral is used for hypidiotopic
Equi-euhedral is used for idiotopic
When the dolomite is inequicrystalline and of two unequal sizes,
the terminology used is:
Two-size-anhedral:

majority of crystals are anhedral.
majority of crystals are subhedral.

Two-size-subhedral:
Two-size-euhedral:

majority of crystals are euhedral.

When the dolomite is inequicrystalline and the crystals of variable
sizes, the terminology used is:
Variable- anhedral:
Variable- subhedral:
Variable- euhedral:

majority of crystals are anhedral.
majority of crystals are subhedral.
majority of crystals are euhedral.

It is believed that the use of such terminology is simpler, more
'-.

illustrative, and self-e5planatory.
Wh en the thin sections were studied, the texture and fabric were
tabulated.

In the table, the given size is that of the most abundant

small size, most abundant large size and the average size; the fabric
is described as equicrystalline, two-size, or variable and the texture
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Explanation of Plate 2.

Shape and Fabric of Dolomite Crystals.

All figures are X35
Fig. 1 • Equicrystalline-euhedral; dark areas are pores. Note type
A zoning, also corrosion in some crystals. Sample PB-37.
Crossed nicols.
Fig. 2.

Equicrystalline-subhedral; dark areas are pores; clear
areas at the upper right corner are detrital quartz grains.
No1E absence of zoning. Samp 1e GT -16. Crossed ni co 1s.

Fig. 3.

Two-size, euhedral; dark areas are ·p ores. Note type A
zoning in the larger crystals. Sample GT-39. Crossed
ni co 1s.

Fig. 4.

Two-size, subhedral; crystals are close-packed; very li'ttle
zoning shown. Some pellets can be observed in crystals.
Sample PB-68. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 5.

Two-size, anhedral to subhedral, crystals are close-packed.
Note absence of zoning. Sample PB-24. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 6.

Variable, euhedral to subhedral; little zoning, a few pellets.
Pores (dark areas) are euhedral to subhedral-shaped. Sample
GT-57. Crossed ni col s.

Fig. 7.

Variable, anhedral. Clear rounded grains are detrital
quartz. Sample GT-8. Polarized light.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Plate 2.

Fig. 7
Shape and fabric of dolomite crystals

Table 2.
Section

Eguicr~stalline

Summary of Crystal Shapes and Fabric

Fabric
Anhedral

Two-Size Fabric
Su6fleara 1 Anhedral

Euneara1

Su6heara1

J

4*

10

-

6

8

s

4

7

1

9

w

1

7

-

A

2

7

M

8

G

Euhedral

Variable Fabric
Euheara1
Su6hedra1
Anhedral

-

14

5

-

-

6

8

4

-

-

4

2

1

5

2

-

2

11

3

2

4

1

-

2

2

1

5

2

5

16

2

-

3

4

0

2

13

8

-

1

-

2

7

10

E

4

10

3

-

18

-

1

6

3

L

8

5

2

9

5

-

1

13

3

GT

19

3

2

3

1

5

7

6

PB

6

10

6

1

10

-

2

9

7

PM

21

8

5

3

9

-

2

6

7

-

* Numbers indicate frequency of occurrence of slides in each type of fabric
N
\.0
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is given as a visually estimated percentage of the dominant crystal
shape (50 percent or more euhedral, subhedral or anhedral).

Possibly

those crystal shapes whose percentage of occurrence in the thin sections is less than 50 should be included, but this would make the
terminology unreasonably long and might be confusing.

Plate 2 illus-

trates some examples of the texture and fabric in the dolomite of the
Gasconade Formation.
Table 2 shows a summary of the crystal shapes and fabric of the
thin sections studied.

From the table it is seen that subhedral and

euhedral textures predominate in equicrystalline and two-size fabrics.
On the other hand, the subhedral crystals predominate in variable type
fabric with anhedral crystals somewhat less abundant.

In general, it is

concluded that the dominant texture is subhedral with euhedral textures
next in abundance.

The equicrystalline fabric predominates with the

two-size type less abundant and the variable fabric the least abundant.
Stratigraphically, the lower and upper parts of the Gasconade
Formation are characterized by being subhedral-euhedral in texture and
having equicrystalline and two-size fabrics.

The middle part of the

formation is characterized by having subhedral to anhedral texture
and variable fabric.

There are exceptions to this generalization.

It

was observed that in some cases, one single thin section can show all
the different textures and fabrics.

It is also possible to have a

variable fabric with subhedral to anhedral texture in the lower and
upper parts of the formation, especially if close to or associated with
chert.

It is equally possible to find the equicrystalline and the

two-size fabrics with their associated subhedral-euhedral texture in
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the middle part of the formation.
There are three size ranges of crystals.

The first is the average

small size (40-80 microns), the second is the average medium (300-600
microns) and the third is the average large (600-1000 microns).

The

upper size limit does not include the size of the dolomite crystals
which formed by overgrowth after dolomitization.

These may reach up

to several millimeters in length.
There are close relationships between size, texture and fabric.
In general, the small size range is associated with a variable fabric;
the medium and the large size ranges are associated with an equicrystalline fabric.

The two-size fabric is associated with both small and

large size ranges, and the majority of the crystal shapes are of the
subhedral to euhedral type.

The stratigraphic distribution of crystal

sizes within the formation follows that of the fabric and texture.
The medium and large size ranges occur in the lower and upper parts
of the formation, while the small size range occurs in the cherty middle part of the formation.
C.

Zoning in Dolomite
Three different types of zoning in dolomite crystals were observed

in thin sections.

These patterns are mainly alternations of cloudy

and clear areas within single crystals.

During the study these pat-

terns were tabulated as type A, type B and type C.
A range of dominance for each type was used.
follows:
Rare (R):
Few (F):

less than 1%
more than 1% to less than 2.5%

This range is as
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Explanation of Plate 3.

Zoning of Dolomite Crystals

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Mostly type A zoning except for one single crystal at the
lower central part; equicrystalline-euhedral. Dolomite
crystals suffered considerable rim corrosion. Dark areas
are pores. Sample GT-55. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 2.

Type A zoning; two-size-euhedral. Dolomite crystals contain
small detrital quartz grains. Sample M-27. Polarized light.

Fig. 3.

Type A zoning; two-size euhedral. Note change in texture
and fabric of dolomite crystal on both sides of the stylolite vein. Here, the stylolite indicates removal of a
noticeable amount of dolomite as can be seen from the large
dolomite crystal. The stylolite formed later than zoning.
Dark areas are tripolitic chert. Sample PB-16. Polarized
light.

Fig. 4.

Same sample as Fig. 3.
grains (clear areas).

Fig. 5.

Type B zoning (clear interior-cloudy rims), one crystal at
the middle, variable-euhedral. Sample M-21. Polarized
light.

Fig. 6.

Same sample as Fig. 5, but other crystal shown at center.

Fig. 7.

Mostly type A zoning; two crystals show type B zoning;
one at the lower half has center corrosion; equicrystallineeuhedral. Dark areas are pores. Sample GT-31. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 8.

Mostly type A zoning; one crystal at center shows type C
zoning (from interior outwards: cloudy-clear-cloudy-clear);
variable-euhedral; high degree of rim corrosion. Dark
areas are pores. Sample GT-72a. Crossed nicols.

Stylolite vein contains small quartz
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Plate 3.

Zoning of dolomite crystals
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Explanation of Plate 4.

Zoning of Dolomite Crystals

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Mostly type A zoning; one crystal at center is type C
zoning; equicrystalline-euhedral~ rim corrosion. Pores
(dark areas) are of euhedral-subhedral shapes. Clear,
white areas are quartz grains. Sample GT-15. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 2.

Zoning of A and C types; equicrystalline.
pores. Sample PB-14. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 3.

Mostly type A zoning; crystal at center shows type C
zoning; equicrystalline-euhedral, close-packed. Sample
PB-16. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 4.

Type C zoning, Note irregular distribution of clear and
cloudy areas inside the crystal; two-size euhedral. Sample
PB-19. Polarized light.

Fig. 5.

This figure contains the three different types of zoning;
variable-euhedral. Sample PB-20. Polarized light.

Fig. 6.

Type C zoning; note the color tone banding in both crystals;
two-size euhedral. One crystal suffered rim corrosion.
Dark areas are pores. Sample PB-33. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 7.

Mostly type A zoning; crystal at center shows type C zoning
with center corrosion; variable-euhedral. Dark areas are
pores. Rim corrosion in some crystals. Sample PB-14.
Crossed nicols.

Dark areas are
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Plate 4.

Zoning of dolomite crystals
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Table 3.

Section

Summary of Dominance of Zoning Types
Type A Rimming

F

s

M

c

J

5**

19

11

3

s

1

7

6

w

2

7

3

A

2

2

4

10

10

G

3

15

9

0

5

13

6

E

13

12

9

3

3

4

7

14

6

11

7

1

M

L

R*

-4

1

GT
PB

3

11

14

PM

3

3

15

5

D

Type B
F
R

Type c
F
R

10

9

3

6

3'

2

1

2

8

7

1
5

9

6

8

3

8

3

3

2

12

3

10

14

6

19

13

13

9

2

13

13

12

6

7

9

11

8

10

13

3

4

9

11

1

14

8

11
5

* Letter symbols (R, F, S, etc) indicate dominant range described
in the text
** Numbers indicate frequency of occurrences of slide in each
dominance range.
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Several (S):

more than 2.5% to less than 15%

Many (M): more than 15% to less than 35%
Common (C):
Dominant (D):
1.

more than 35% to less than 50%
over 50%.

Type A Zoning
The most common pattern is that of a cloudy center and a clear

rim in a wide variety of crystal shapes ranging from euhedral to
subhedral.

The equi-euhedral fabric of medium and large sizes displays

more crystal zoning than other fabrics.

Plates 3 and 4 present some

examples of type A zoning.
2.

Type B Zoning
Clear interior and cloudy exterior.

The crystal shape is gener-

ally euhedral, but other crystal shapes, to a lesser extent, show this
feature as well.
of zoning.

This pattern is quite distinct from the first type

Plate 3, Figs. 5, 6 and 7, present some examples of type

B zoning.
3.

Type C Zonin[
The third pattern of zoning is a combination of the first two

types, the most common variety being successive alternations of cloudy
and clear zones away from the center.
small pore.

In some cases the center is a

The crystals are of euhedral to subhedral types.

Plate

3, Fig. 8 and Plate 4, show occurrences of type C zoning.
It is important to note that when the size of the crystal is
smaller than 50 microns, the zoning was not evident, even under high
magnification.

When this zoning was first observed, it ·was thought

that it might be a result of dedolomitization, but even after several thin
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sections were stained by Alizarin red-S no calcite was revealed.
Table 3 demonstrates the dominance of each type of zoning as observed in thin sections.

From the table, it can be seen that type A

zoning in many cases covers more than 50 percent of the area of the
slide, while the other two types do not cover more than 2 percent.
Type B zoning is the least common.
Zoning occurs in several dolomitic formations of different ages
and localities.

Katz (1971) cites several workers who describe or

illustrate zoning of dolomite crystals.

Of these workers, Murray (1964)

gave some explanation of how the cloudy interior-clear rim type of
zoning (type A) can form.

Katz in his study discusses in some detail

the development of zoning (type C in this thesis).

Figures BB and BC

and Figures 128 and l2G of Toomey (1970) show zoning in do lomite crystals, even though the feature is not referred to in his text.
Though zoning is not studied in detail, all workers (Murray and
Katz) agree that zoning is formed early in the diagenetic process,
when water can percolate through the sediments.

In the Gasconade
I

Formation, zoning must have formed during the main phase of dolomitization and it is suggested that the formation of the clear and cloudy
pattern is due to slight variations in the chemical content of the
sea water, particularly iron which is more likely to form the change
in the color pattern .
D.

Primary Features Preserved in Dolomite and Chert

l.

Pellets
The term pellets is used here for the rounded, oval, ellipsoidal

to subspherical, structureless features found in the thin sections of

.
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Explanation of Plate 5.

Pellets in Dolomite and Chert

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Pellets of variable size and shape; dolomitized.
anhedral fabric. Sample W-6. Polarized light.

Fig. 2.

Pellets, dolomitized and chertified. Very light areas are
quartz, partly replacing dolomite matrix. Sample W-19.
Polarized light.

Fig. 3.

Pellets, dolomitized and chertified. Pellets are rounded
in shape. A few pellets have cores of quartz crystals.
Quartz crystals form most of the matrix. Sample S-21.
Polarized light.

Fig. 4.

Pellets, chertified; rounded. Original pellet material
mostly replaced by chert and quartz. Quartz and a few
dolomite crystals occur in some pellets. Most of matrix
is quartz (light areas). Sample GT-48. Polarized light.

Fig.

Pellets of variable size, dolomitized. Variable-anhedral
fabric. Sample PB-39. Polarized light.

5~

Variable-

Fig. 6.

Pellets, dolomitized, mostly of equal size and uniform
shape. Sample PB-36. Polarized light.

Fig. 7.

Pellets, chertified. Most pellets have irregular boundaries indicating probable replacement of dolomite by
chert. White areas are quartz. Sample 0-43. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 8.

Pellets, dolomitized with some quartz crystals replacing
dolomite around the pellets. Most of pellets are rounded.
Sample S-2Z Polarized light.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Plate 5.

Pellets in dolomite and chert
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the Gasconade Formation.

They are polylobate to irregular in shape and

range in size from about 30-40 microns to 250-300 microns.

This upper

size limit is well above Folk's (1959, p. 7) upper limit of 0.15 mm.
Pettijohn (1957, p. 94) puts the upper limit of pellet size at less
than one mm in size.

The occurrence of pellets in thin section is not

confined to one type of preservation; they appear enclosed inside single
dolomite crystals or including more than one crystal.

Pellets are

observed in all different types of textures and fabrics, however, dolomitewith variable fabric is host to more pellets than other types.
Where the crystal size is less than 40-50 microns, pellets were not
observed.
Pellets are probably one of the most important origianl features
preserved in the rock after dolomitization.

Pellets are also preserved

in chert, but they are more abundant in dolomite.

It is not certainly

known whether pellets are organic excreta (faecal pellets) or not, but
because of the very close association of pellets within or close to
cryptozoan units and fossil zones, it is tempting to treat them as
organic remains.

In dolomite, pellets appear as dark, cloudy spots

in a clear matrix (dolomite crystals).
inside the pellets.

No structures could be observed

In general, pellets occur in one size range only,

but there are cases where two and often three different sizes of pellets
are present.
Pellets were observed in all stratigraphic sections studied.

In

every section they are present in more than one bed, ranging from a
few (1-2.5 percent) up to abundant (over 50 percent).

Where pellets

are abundant in thin sections most, if not all other features, such
as zoning, are missing.

A noticeable

~ncrease

in the amount of pellets

I
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is observed in the middle part of the formation associated with
fossiliferous and cryptozoan units.
Plate 5 presents the possible different shapes and sizes of
pellets in dolomite and chert.
2.

Oolites
The term oolite is used here, as defined in the literature, for

spherical or ellipsoidal features.

Internally, the structure is

either concentric, radial, or a combination of these.

In most cases,

a core, probably of a different mineral, is present.

Oolites range in

size from 0.25 mm to 2 mm, and commonly they are in the range of 0.5 mm
to 1 mm in size.
In the Gasconade Formation, oolites are present in thin chert
beds.

In most sections more than one oolitic chert layer and as many

as five are present.

Oolites in dolomite were rare and they were

found only in dolomites associated with cherty dolomite.
size from about 0.3 mm to about 1.2 mm.
in dolomite.
in chert.

They range in

Oolite ghosts were also noted

The best preservation of internal structures was observed

Both types of internal structures are present in oolites, but

the concentric type predominates.
occur together.

In a few thin sections, both types

The concentric type varies in size from 0.3 mm to 1.2

mm, while the radial type is inclined to have less size variation, and
in general the concentric oolites are larger than the radial.
From thin sections, it was not possible to deduce whether the
original matrix was either micrite or spar.

In the oolitic chert, the

matrix is usually quartz crystals which grew after the original matrix
was leached.

The original matrix is more likely to have been spar

'
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Explanation of Plate 6.

Oolites in Dolomite and Chert

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Oolites of variable size and shape. All oolite grains are
chert and of concentric type. White or very light areas
are small crystals of quartz. Note chert overgrowth (?)
on oolite grains in lower left corner, also quartz growth
in some oolite chert grains. Sample G-16a. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 2.

Oolites, concentric type, generally uniform in size and
shape. Matrix is quartz. Some oolite centers are voids
with quartz crystal growth (druse). Sample L-29. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 3.

Oolites preserved in dolomite; very rare occurrence. Most
of oolite features are obliterated. Sample S-40. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 4.

Oolites concentric and radial; uniform size and shape.
Matrix is replaced by quartz. Oolite grains contain dolomite. Sample S-10. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 5.

Same sample as Fig. 4, above; more chert replacement in the
oolite grains. Grains are floating in the matrix. Matrix
is quartz crystals. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 6.

Same sample as Fig. 4, above, showing complete replacement
of oolite grains by chert.

Fig. 7.

Oolites, dolomitized. Note obliteration of internal
oolitic features. This sample occurs stratigraphically
slightly above the one in Fig. 4. Sample S-11. Crossed
nicols.
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Fig. 7

Plate 6.

Oolites in dolomite and chert
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Explanation of Plate 7.

Oolites in Dolomite and Chert

All figures are X35
Fig. 1. Contact between chertified (to the right) and dolomitized
(to the left) oolites. Note the complete obliteration of
the internal structure of oolites in dolomite. Sample
W-8. Crossed nicols.
Fig. 2.

Same sample as Fig. 1., showing complete chert replacement of both oolite grains and matrix; fine quartz crystals.
Most internal features of the oolite grains are missing.
Sample W-8 represents a diagenetic sequence. In Fig. 1,
early chertification replaced inverted oolites (to the
right) and the internal structures of oolites are preserved,
while Fig. 2, where the internal structures of oolites are
missing, represents late chertification (chert replacing
dolomite).

Fig. 3.

Oolites. Most of the oolite interiors are dolomite. Thin
rimming of quartz crystals appears around oolite grains.
Most of oolite grains are uniform in siz·e and shape. Sample W-23. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 4.

Contact between chertified (to the left) and dolomitized
(to the right) oolites. Note the difference iri preservation on each side of contact. Sample A-8. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 5.

Oolites, same sample as above, with complete chert replace- .
ment. Note variation in size and shape of oolite grains.
Most of grains are floating in quartz matrix. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 6.

Oolites of variable sizes, chertified. Note occurrence of
rhombic chert grains in oolite and in matrix. Sample A-9.
Crossed nicols. See discussion on p. 106-107.

Fig. 7.

Pisolites. Interior of grains is chert in one and dolomite
in others. Quartz crystals rim grains. Sample M-25a.
Crossed nicols.

Fig. 8.

Pisolites. Core is dolomite and contains detrital quartz
grains (white areas). There is quartz crystal growth
around grains and in matrix. Same sample as Fig. 7 above.
Crossed nicols.
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Plate 7.

Oolites in dolomite and chert
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rather than micrite as is the usual case.

Most of the oolite grains,

especially in the chert, contain cores, which in rare cases are not
centered.
Oolitic chert beds were noted to be less common in drill cores
than in stratigraphic sections.

There are also oolite-like growths

of chalcedony and which show•pseudo-uniaxial
nicols .

11

cross under crossed

Plates 6 and 7 present some photographs of oolites in dolomite

and chert.
3.

Intraclasts
The term intraclasts refers to features of variable shape, mostly

rounded, that may or may not contain other features such as oolite
grains ot fossil fragments.

The size of intraclasts is variable.

are composed of either dolomite, chert or both.

They

Folk (1959, p. 4-5)

defines the i ntracl as ts as ••reworked fragments of penecontemporaneous
carbonate sediments...

The use of the term here does not necessarily

follow that of Folk.

This is because it is not quite clear that these

features were formed penecontemporaneously with the sediment, or are
'

reworked fragments of previously lithified sediment or whether they
were even formed later after lithification.

However, it is appropriate

to accept the fact that, at 1east some of the examples from the Gasconade fit Folk's definition by containing clasts composed of dolomite
crystals of the same size and texture as the surrounding matrix.

Fur-

thermore, when these clasts are chertified they contain oolite grains
of the same size and structure as the surrounding oolites,

Plate 8,

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 which show some examples of intraclast as defined by
Fo 1k.
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Explanation of Plate 8.

Intraclasts in Dolomite and Chert

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Contact between dolomitized and chertified intraclasts.
Dolomite to the right. Very light areas are quartz, replacing most of the matrix and partly rimming the borders
of the intraclasts. Sample W-13. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 2.

Pellets and intraclasts in dolomite. Clear areas are crystalline quartz replacing matrix (spar ?). Some pellets
occur within the intraclasts (top center). Sample W-19.
Polarized light.

Fig. 3.

Pellets within intraclasts in dolomite. Clear areas are
quartz replacing the borders of intraclasts; dark areas
are pores. This sample represents an example of usage of
the term intraclast as defined by Folk, 1959. Sample L-28.
Crossed nicols.

Fig. 4.

Pellets within intraclasts. All are dolomite. Clear areas
are quartz replacing cement. This sample is also an example of intraclast as defined by Folk. Sample G-27.
Crossed nicols.

Fig. 5.

Intraclast containing oolites. All are chert. Clear areas
are quartz replacing original cement (spar ?). This is
an example of intraclasts as defined by Folk. Sample G-16b.
Crossed nicols.

Fig. 6.

Intraclasts in chert and dolomite. Large intraclasts in
middle of lower half contains dolomite rhomb. Clear areas
are quartz, replacing the cement. Sample G-17. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 7.

Intraclasts of dolomite in dolomite matrix. Thin rim of
fine quartz crystals is around most of the intraclasts.
Sample G-24. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 8.

Intraclasts of dolomite and chert (right half) in dolomite.
Some quartz crystal growth around intraclasts and in matrix.
Sample 0-31. Crossed nicols.
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In thin sections of dolomite, the intraclasts are usually rounded;
structureless, except for the presence of the dolomite crystals; and
are surrounded by either a faint, darker rim of smaller dolomite or
clear, small quartz crystals.

In chert, the intraclasts are rounded

to elongate in shape, mostly structureless, except when they contain
oolite grains or pellets.

There are also intraclasts embedded in clear

quartz which has grown in voids after dolomite (?) has been removed.
Dolomitization and silicification have altered the rock so that the
original amount of intraclasts is uncertain.

Plate 8 presents some

examples of intraclasts in dolomite and chert.
4.

Fossils and Fossil Fragments
Some small fossils were observed in thin sections, most of them

being gastropods, brachiopods, cephalopods and rare fragments of trilobites.

All fossils were collected in place rather than from float.

In general fossils were found close to or associated with the main
cryptozoan layer.

Most of the fossils were from a thin, cherty dolo-

mite bed up to 9 feet below the main cryptozoan layer in sections G,
0, E, S, J. W, and L.
fossil zone 11 of Bridge.

This fossiliferous layer may be the 11 Second
No recognized fossils or fossil fragments were

found in the drill cores studied.
In a few cases, faint outlines of ghost fossil features were observed in dolomite in thin sections.

The outer skeletal layer of the

fossil or fossil fragment is either composed of dolomite crystals of
smaller size than those in the surrounding matrix, or is replaced by
small quartz crystals, Plate 9, Figs 3 through 7 and Plate 10, Figs.
1, 2, 3,.
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Explanation of Plate 9.

Fossils in Dolomite and Chert

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Fossils (?) in dolomite and chert. White clear areas are
quartz growth around the shell; dark areas are chert.
Note presence of pellets. Sample W-13. Polarized light.

Fig. 2.

Gastropod, chertified. Light and white areas are quartz.
Sample A-21. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 3.

Part of fossil (gastropod) in dolomite with thin band of
fine quartz crystals along both sides of the shell. Interior contains pellets. Note variation in crystal texture. Sample A-22. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 4.

Fossil (low-spired gastropod), shell partly replaced by
fine quartz crystals. Body interior is filled with dolomite and chert in the outer spiral. Sample S-6. Crossed
ni co 1s.

Fig. 5.

Fossil. Quartz crystals replace the outer shell layer.
Interior contains both dolomite and quartz crystals.
Sample S-6. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 6.

Fossil (gastropod) in dolomite matrix, shell layer partly
replaced by fine quartz crystals. Sample 0-35. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 7.

Fossil {gastoropod ?), shell partly replaced by fine quartz
crystals. Shell filling and matrix were dolomitized at
the same time but the shell was replaced later. Some pellets
are present in the matrix. Sample L-31. Crossed nicols.
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Fossi 1s in do 1omi te and chert
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Explanation of Plate 10.

Fossils in Dolomite and Chert

All figures except Fig . 4 are X35
Fig. 1.

Fossil {gastropod). Shell contains 5 thin layers, 3
of fine crystalline quartz, the other 2 of dolomite.
Matrix and interior contain pellets. Sample G-24.
Crossed nicols.

Fig. 2.

Fossil {gastropod). Shell contains 5 thin layers, 3 of
fine crystalline quartz, the other 2 of dolomite.
G-24. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 3.

Fossil {gastropod). The outer shell is a second generation dolomite formed after dissolution of the original
one. Shell interior is mostly chert (dark color) in
the outer whorl and dolomite in the inner whorl. Some
corroded dolomite crystals are in chert. Sample L-31.
Crossed nicols.

Fig. 4.

Field photograph showing gastropods (several are marked)
at an exposure along a drainage ditch at the base of
the south side of second cut west of Gravois Creek
bridge in section L. This figure demonstrates that
if fossils are present, they may be present in abundance.
The horizon is about 10 1 below the main cryptozoan unit.
The felt marker is 6 long.
11
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Plate 10.

Fossils in dolomite and chert
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As will be discussed later under "diagenesis of the formation",
the material that formed the fossil shells probably underwent recrystallization to a more stable form.

During the main dolomitization phase

these recrystallized materials .were not affected but probably were
dolomitized at a later time.

This is indicated here for the examples

of fossils seen in thin sections in dolomite and chert presented in
Plates 9 and 10.
5.

Algal (Cryptozoan) Structures
The term cryptozoan structures is used here for those striking

features in the formation formed by stromatolites.

They are usually

later partly or totally replaced by chert and quartz.

The use of the

term does not have any generic implications but follows the general
trend in literature as a designation of the structural form.

All

workers describing the formation mention the occurrences of cryptozoan
structures; Lee (pp. 17-18), Weller and St. Clair (p. 65), Bridge (pp.
113-114), Dake, p. 165), Hendricks (pp. 36-37) and Howe (1966, p. 75).
Cryptozoan structures occur in more than one stratigraphic position in all the sections (see described stratigraphic sections in the
appendix).

They are sometimes present in dolomite, showing well dis-

played stromatolitic features (refer to description of sections S, L,
W, and E).

They are in most cases associated with chert.

The main

cryptozoan, the thickest and most persistent unit is in the middle
cherty part of the formation.

This cryptozoan horizon has been

placed by almost all workers at from 50-70 feet below the GasconadeRoubidoux contact .

However, in several of the stratigraphic sections

described here, (sections S, W, L and A) this interval ranged from 90
to about 110 feet.

In two sections, the interval was about 70 feet,
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As will be discussed later under diagenesis of the formation
11

11

,

the material that formed the fossil shells probably underwent recrystallization to a more stable form.

During the main dolomitization phase

these recrystallized materials .were not affected but probably were
dolomitized at a later time.

This is indicated here for the examples

of fossils seen in thin sections in dolomite and chert presented in
Plates 9 and 10.
5.

Algal (Cryptozoan) Structures
The term cryptozoan structures is used here for those striking

features in the formation formed by stromatolites.

They are usually

later partly or totally replaced by chert and quartz.

The use of the

term does not have any generic implications but follows the general
trend in literature as a designation of the structural form.

All

workers describing the formation mention the occurrences of cryptozoan
structures; Lee (pp. 17-18), Weller and St. Clair (p. 65), Bridge (pp.
113-114), Dake, p. 165), Hendricks (pp. 36-37) and Howe (1966, p. 75).
Cryptozoan structures occur in more than one stratigraphic position in all the sections (see described stratigraphic sections in the
appendix).

They are sometimes present in dolomite, showing well dis-

played stromatolitic features (refer to description of sections S, L,

w,

and E).

They are in most cases associated with chert.

The main

cryptozoan, the thickest and most persistent unit is in the middle
cherty part of the formation.

This cryptozoan horizon has been

placed by almost all workers at from 50-70 feet below the GasconadeRoubidoux contact.

However, in several of the stratigraphic sections

described here, (sections S, W, L and A) this interval ranged from 90
to about 110 feet.

In two sections, the interval was about 70 feet,
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but this is attributed to solution of the chert-free dolomite in the
upper part of the formation.

Solution is thought to be more effective

in the southern part of the thesis area, around the major springs.
An average of three to five cryptozoan structures are present in every
stratigraphic section measured.

The thickness of the smaller or

secondary cryptozoan structures ranges from a few inches to slightly
over one foot.

The thickness of the main cryptozoan unit ranges from

about one foot to about five feet, but the average thickness is 2-3
feet.

The thickness of any of the cryptozoan units varies laterally

even in the same exposure and there seems to be no control for such
variation .

The units vary also in their lithologic character from

slightly cherty dolomite to chert both laterally and stratigraphically.
The cryptozoan structures could not, certainly, be recognized in the
drill-cores because of the very limited lateral width of the core which
did not exceed 2 inches, the diameter of the cores.

It was possible,

however, to identify probable cryptozoan units where laminations
(stromatolites) were present in both dolomite and chert.
Several types of alga+ structures are represented in the Gasconade
Formation.

The most commonly occurring algal structure is that of

vertically stacked hemispheroids (SH) a name devised by Logan et
(1964, pp. 18-83).

These have both constant and variable radii.

~·

Even

though these structures are referred to as hemispheroids, the radii are
not equal for a single form.

The horizontal diameter ranges from 2

inches to slightly over 4 inches while the corresponding vertical
radius is usually less.

The horizonal separation between the hemis-

pheroids ranges from less than an inch to slightly over 2 inches, so
that they can be termed

11

close-packed 11 •

Stacked hemispheroids usually
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Explanation of Plate 11.

Algal (Cryptozoan) Structures

All figures are X35
Fig. 1. Algal laminae in chert, a faithful preservation of algal
laminations f rom an algal zone above the main cryptozoan
unit in the sec tion. Clear areas are quartz crystals.
Sample W-28. Polarized light.
Fig. 2.

Algal lamination in chert, a faithful preservation of the
original structure. Note occurrence of pellets. Sample
A-31. Polarized light.

Fig. 3.

Algal lamination in chert, a good preservation of the
original structure of the laminae. Clear areas are
quartz. Sample A-31. Polarized light.

Fig. 4.

Algal lamination in chert. Note the fragmental character
of some algal filaments. Clear areas are quartz. Sample
G-33. Crossed nicols .

Fig. 5.

Algal lamination in chert and crystalline dolomite. The
hand specimen shows the lamination better. Sample S-28.
Polarized light.

Fig. 6.

Algal lamination in dolomite. The laminations are well
displayed in the field which contains dolomite mounds.
Dark areas are pores. Sample S-36. Crossed nicols .

Fig. 7.

Clotted pellets in algal structure in laminated chert.
Clear -areas in the matrix are quartz crystals. Sample
A-34. Polarized light.

Fig. 8.

Algal pisolites in chert. The sample is from a wellexposed algal structure . Clear area in the center is a
pore. Quartz replacement rims most of the pisolites.
Sample W-16. Polarized light.
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Fig. l

Fig. 2

Fig .

3

Fig . 4

Fig. 5

Fig .

6

Fig. 7
Plate 11.

Algal (cryptozoan) structures
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Explanation of Plate 12.

Algal (Cryptozoan) structures
(Field Photographs)

The lead holder in all photographs except Fig. 5 is about
5 l/2 long.
11

Fig. 1.

Algal mounds of SH type in dolomite at an exposure about
60 feet above the main cryptozoan unit, north side of the
second cut west of Gravois Creek bridge (section L). The
exposure contains mud cracks (not clearly shown).

Fig. 2.

Algal mounds of SH type in dolomite exposed at the base
of the second cut (section J). Brecciated chert has
filled the space between mounds in upper part.

Fig. 3.

Algal mounds of SH and possibly LLH types in chert and
dolomite in the mai.n cryptozoan unit, north side of the
second cut west of Gravois Creek bridge (section L)

Fig. 4.

Local algal mounds of SH type in chert and dolomite below
the main cryptozoan unit, north side of the second cut
west of Gravois Creek bridge (section L).

Fig. 5.

Algal mound of SH type in chert and dolomite below the
main cryptozoan unit, Section 0.

Fig. 6.

Digitate algal structures in chert below the main cryptozoan unit, north side of the first cut west of Gravois
Creek bridge (section L).
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Fig. 1

Fig . 2

Fig. 3

Fig . 4

Fig. 5

Plate 12.

Fig . 6

Algal (cryptozoan) structures
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grow on a cryptalgalaminate base, a name first used by Aitken (1967).
They are present in all stratigraphic positions and in many of the
sections stacked hemispheroids can be found in more than one stratigraphic position.

The main cryptozoan unit is composed mainly of vertically

stacked hemispheroids (Plate 12, Figs. 1 through 5).
A second variety of the algal structures in the formation is the
cryptalgalaminate type of structure.

These structures are not re-

stricted stratigraphically, but have been found below and associated
with the main cryptozoan unit.

They are generally planar but deviate

from this to show a wavy pattern with a fairly large wave length.

These

· structures usually occur in dolomite with or without chert.
A third variety of algal structure in the Gasconade Formation is
the digitate type, a form described

by

Howe (1966, p. 64-77).

last form was not encountered in many sections.
ities where this structure could be observed.

This

Howe gave three localOne of these localities

is near section L where a well displayed digitate structure can be
observed.

In no other section in the present study were digitate

structures located with certainty, Plate 12, Fig. 6.
Thin sections were made of algal structures in dolomite, in chert
and those of mixed composition. Algal structures in dolomite, predominantly the cryptalgalaminate type, revealed no particular features
except what has been called size lamination, "two-size" texture in a
more or less laminated pattern.
Thin sections of cryptozoan structures in chert generally showed
a sequence of laminations.

Plate 11 shows algal structures as observed

in thin sections in dolomite and chert, in varying shapes and sizes.
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Several thin sections from the main cryptozoan unit were made.

It was

surprising to find that the chief constituent is pellets with and
without lamination.
size and shape.

In most cases, the pellets were of more than one

The association of pellets with the main cryptozoan

unit can not be neglected because of the light it may shed on the
origin and possible nature of the algae which form the structures.
In many cases, the volume of dolomite in the main cryptozoan unit
exceeded that of chert by a large factor despite the surface appearance to the contrary.

Detailed illustration of cryptozoan features

as observed both in the field and under the microscope are given in
Plates 11 and 12.
The presence of these algal structures in the formation is significant for interpretation of the environment of deposition as well as
for use in correlation and mapping.
chapters.

These will be discussed in later
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IV.
A.

SIZE ANALYSES OF SANDSTONE AND X-RAY ANALYSES OF DOLOMITE

Size Analyses of the Gunter Sandstone
The Gunter Sandstone is the basal member of the GascoRade Forma-

tion.

The thickness of this unit varies from 0 up to 50 feet in

Missouri.

Chenoweth (1968, p. 1683) reported 140 feet of Gunter

Sandstone in a well near Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Gunter Sandstone member is very simple.

Mineralogically, the

Its main constituent is

detrital quartz grains, cemented, in most cases, by dolomite and clay
and in some cases by quartz overgrowth.
The amount of dolomite in the Gunter member is variable.

It can

form the major part of the rock with a minor amount of floating sand
grains.

At the other extreme, sand grains form the main rock framework.

It is not uncommon to find fragments of reworked dolomite and rounded
pebbles of chert in the sandstone especially in the basal part of the
member.
Gunter Sandstone samples were studied at four localities, three
of which were drill-cores and one a surface exposure (Section A).

The

results obtained from the study of the sandstone may thus have limited
significance.

The study included both thin sections and size analysis.

A total of 23 sandstone thin sections were examined under the microscope.
The samples used for the size analyses were prepared in the laboratory by the standard procedures.

The total number of samples that

were suitable for the analyses was 16 because some of the samples had
to be discarded due to both secondary quartz overgrowth and silica
cement.
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A histogram was made for each sample by plotting the retained
weight percentage of each size fraction against the corresponding
size on arithmetic paper.

The cumulative weight percent was drawn

against the corresponding weight for each size fraction on probability
x log paper.
1.

Statistical Measures
The relationships used in calculating the statistical measures are

as follows:
a.

Mode - determined by the method suggested by Folk (1968, p. 44)
based on trial .and error.

b.

Graphic mean, M2 - the following relationship suggested by
Folk (1968, p. 45) is used:

c.

Graphic standard deviation, ~ - the following relationship
suggested by Inman (1952) is used:
a
G

d.

=

Graphic skewness, SKG- the relationship used below is
suggested by Inman (1952}:

e.

Kurtosis or peakedness, KG- this test is run using the reJ-a~ionship

given by Folk (1968, p. 48).

It should be noted

that this relationship can not be used in cases where the
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unanalyzed pan fraction exceeds 5%.

The relationship is:

The percentage of carbonate cement (dolomite) in each sample is
given in Table 4, which shows also the calculated statistical
measures of 16 samples.

The other samples were not used because either

the sample contains silica-cemented grains or the quartz grains were
affected by secondary quartz overgrowth which changed the original
grain size.
2.

Significance Q.f the Size Analysis
Although the number of samples available for size analysis was

limited and the localities of the samples used for study are widely
separated, there is close similarity between the samples studied.

This

conclusion can be realized from the brief summary of the statistical
measures which follows:
a.

Mode - Most of the samples studied {13 samples of 16) have

a mode of 2.25

~;

a mode of 2.00

~-

two samples have a mode of 2.75

and one sample has

~

Most of the samples are bimodal (12 samples); three

samples are trimodal and one sample is unimodal.
erally bimodal with the most dominant mode at 2.25
followed by a secondary mode at 2.75

The samples are gen~

which is usually

~

The bimodality could be due to either more than one source of the
sand grains with variation in the settling energy or to reworking of
previously settled sand grains, or a combination of the two.

Under the

binocular microscope most of the samples showed the presence of two
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Table 4.

Sample
no.

Statistical Parameters of Gunter Sandstone

%of dol.

Size Parameters
Mz

PB-1
PB-2
PB-3
PB-4
PB-5
PB-8
PB-9
PB-;0
PB-11
PB-12

41.02
18.88
54.27
42.29
18. 14
14.25
5.74
17.80
22.23
23.57

2.29

GT-2
GT-3
GT-4
GT-5
GT-6
GT-7

9.47
18.37
26.78
13. 35
1 . 12
16.81

PM-36
PM-5b
PM-8a

36.78
74.82
31.27

A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5

0. 81
0.43
0. 81
0.44

SKG

(J

0.8

0.05

*
2.43

0.68

0.022

2.49
2.37

0.63
0.56

0.04
0.243

2.47
2. 13

0.61
0.62

0.042
0.27

2. 13
2.53
2.20
2.14
2.12
2.04

0.61
0.50
0.88
0.48
0.72
0.65

0.008
0.00
0.006
0.041
0.28
-0.046

2.25
2.12
2.14
2.08

0.59
0.51
0. 61
0.69

-0.01
0. 01
0.016
0.007

*Sample not suitable for size analysis due to quartz-overgrowth
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different types of grains:

(a) well-rounded and frosted (believed

to be reworked or older sandstone); (b) less-rounded (dominant).
However, the presence of older reworked sands cannot account for the
bimodal character of the sand because of their limited quantity.
The sand apparently had more than one source and variation in settling
energy is the most effective cause of the bimodal character of the
sand.
b.

Mean size- Because the number of analyzed samples is limited,

drawing a distribution curve showing fluctuation in mean size is not
The overall average size of the samples studied is 2.23

warranted.

(0.225 mm) which lies in the fine sand range.

~

There is little varia-

tion in mean size from one section to the other, but all means are still
in the fine sand size range.
size of 2.36

~

Drill core PB showed an average mean

{0. 197 mm), section A gave an average of 2.15

and drill core GT gave an average of 2.19
c.

~

~

(0.23mm)

(0.233 mm).

Sorting - The calculated deviation which determines the sorting

of the samples shows that the extreme limits lie in the moderately wellsorted to well-sorted:

0.50

~

to 0.88

~-

The overall average and the

average for each section lie in the moderately well-sorted limites.
The limits used here are those given by Folk (1968, p. 46).
d.

Skewness - All the calculated skewness values except three

are in the range of +0.1 to -0.1 which is considered, according to
Folk

(1968, p. 47), as near symmetrical.

The other three values are

in limits of +0.30 to 0.1 which are considered fine-skewed according
to Folk.

It is concluded that the sand size distribution of the

Gunter member is near symmetrical.
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B.

X-ray Analyses of Dolomites and Insoluble Residues
The x-ray diffraction analyses serve several purposes.

In addition

to considering the x-ray as another way of checking the main mineralogical constituents (carbonates) of the dolomite samples, samples were
used to:
1.

Identify the fine cloudy material observed in the thin section

of the carbonates (dolomite).
2.
1.

Identify the fine insoluble material.

X-ray Ana l.Y.§.e.§. ot Do 1omi te Samples
Samples of dolomite with no chert or quartz constituents were used.

These samples were selected to represent, as much as possible, the
different stratigraphic sections studied.

The features studied in the

dolomite were as follows:
i.
ii.

Dark opaque boundary around dolomite crystals ( 8 samples)
White coating on dolomite crystals, described as

11

tripolitic

chert coating on crystals .. in measured sections, especially the highly
porous,

coarse,ly crystalline type of dolomite.

in hand specimens.

This can be observed

The choice of samples was based on hand specimens.

(9 samples)
iii.

Zoning.

Samples were chosen to represent the zoning observed

in thin sections.

The purpose was to identify the fine material causing

the cloudy features observed in thin sections.

Type A zoning (cloudy

interior and clear rims) is the variety selected for analysis, as this
is dominant in the sections. (10 samples)
iv.

Pellets observed in dolomite crystals in thin sections.

These

were studied to determine the constituents of these cloudy, structure1e s s features .

( 10 sam p1e s ) .
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v.

Crystal inclusions.

This is simply the presence of a small

well-recognized dolomite crystal inside a larger one. (11 samples)
The samples were prepared for analysis by crushing a small piece
The crushed material was powdered

of dolomite in a small metal mortar.

in an agate mortar using distilled water.

After the grain size is

finer than 80 mesh, the material is mounted on 1 x 2 inch glass slides
and is dried on a hot plate at 60°C.

The samples were analyzed using

a G.E. X-ray diffraction unit (35 Kv and 15 rna setting), with copper
as a target element.

For the first few runs, the scans began at

6° to detect the presence of any clay materials.

Since no significant

peaks in the clay region were observed, the machine was set at 18° for
the rest of the samples.

The interpretation of the x-ray charts is

given in Table 5.
2.

X-ray Study of Insoluble Residues
The second purpose of using x-ray diffraction was to identify the

fine material of insoluble residues.
than pea-size pebbles and weighed.
was used.

About 10-18 gm of crushed sample

The samples were then mixed with HCl acid diluted to about

10-12% with distilled water.
was totally removed.

Fresh acid was added until the carbonate

Heating was used to enhance the reaction which

took about 36-48 hours to complete.
not to disturb the residue.
repeated.

The samples were crushed to less

The liquid was decanted so as

Distilled water was added and decantation

Finally, the rest of the solution was filtered on a pre-

weighed, chemical filter paper and distilled water was used at the
end of the filtering process to assure total removal of the acid.

The

filter papers with their insoluble contents were carefully heated in an
oven at l00°C for 8-10 hours and then brought to room temperature before
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Table 5.

Sample
no.

X-ray Analysis of

Inter. of x-ray
of dol samples

Dolo~ite

%of
insol resid.

W-1
W-10
W-25
W-32
W-43

dol, qtz
dol, qtz
do 1,
dol, qtz
dol

A-7
A-24
A-25
A-44
A-52

dol
do 1, qtz
dol, qtz
dol, qtz (minor)
dol

1. 77
3.15
7.92
1. 82
0.93

E-3
E-6
E-8
E-ll
E-12
E-15
E-18

dol
dol,
dol,
dol,
dol,
dol,
dol,

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

0.83
5.69
8.24
4.63
9.18
2.21
3. 41

0-6
0-12
0-18
0-24
0-26

dol,
dol,
dol,
dol,
do 1,

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

8.41
3.78
3. 81
2.59
4.49

1. 42
14.31
1. 26
3.74
0.91

*Samples were not used for analysis.

and Insoluble Residues

Inter. of x-ray
of insol. resid.

*
qtz
qtz

Features
examined
pellets
inclusion
zoning

pellets
zoning
inclusion
inclusion
qtz
qtz

pellets
zoning
coating
pellets

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

zoning
pellets
inclusion
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Table 5 continued

Sample
no.

Inter. of x-ray
of dol. samples

% of
insol. resid.

J-8
J-11
J-12
J-21
J-25
J-32
J-41
J-46

dol,
do 1 ,
dol,
dol,
dol,
dol,
do 1 ,
dol

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

1. 85
1 . 14
5.80
6.10
3.16
7.15
2.20
1. 84

G-5
G-14
G-19
G-27
G-41

do 1,
dol,
dol,
dol,
dol

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

2.30
4.64
2.95
10.93
1. 22

M-14
M-15
M-30

dol
dol
do 1 , qtz

0.44
0.69
3.23

GT-17
GT-26
GT-44
GT -51
GT-52
GT-55
GT-68

dol,
dol,
dol,
dol,
do 1,
dol,
dol

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

5.53
5.94
25.25
6. 13
9.21
18.8
0.92

Inter. of x-ray
of insol. resid.

Feature
examined

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

zoning
coating
pellets
inclusion
coating
inclusion

qtz
qtz

pellets
zoning

qtz

inclusion

qtz

inclusion
zoning

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

zoning
coating
pellets
coating
inclusion
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Table 5 concluded

Sample
no.

Inter. of x-ray
of dol samples

% of
insol. resid.

Inter. of x-ray
of insol. resid.

PB-25
PB-31
PB-37
PB-40
PB-42
PB-63
PB-65

dol,
do 1,
dol,
dol,
do 1 ,
dol
dol

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

9.94
6.60
27.60
3. 31
12.60
17.02
0.51

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

PM-11
PM-31
PM-35
PM-44
PM-49
PM-50
PM-58
PM-61

dol ,
dol,
dol,
do 1,
dol,
dol
dol
dol,

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

21.49
4.84
5.84
8.34
13.36
1.24
0.45
3. 01

qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz
qtz

qtz

qtz

Feature
examined
zoning
coating
pellets
coating
coating
inclusion
zoning
coating
inclusion
pellets
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re-weighing.

The difference in weight of the filter paper is that of

the insoluble residue, a percentage of which was estimated.

A portion

of each residue was mixed in distilled water, mounted on a glass slide,
and analyzed in the x-ray machine as before.

Samples that had less

than 1.5% insoluble residue were not used for analysis.
number of insoluble residue samples used was 41.

The total

The results of x-ray

analysis of the insoluble residues is given in Table 5.
3.

Conclusion of the X-ray Analysis
The results of the x-ray analysis were not different from those

obtained from the microscopic study of the thin sections.

X-ray ana-

lysis of the dolomite samples did not reveal any limestone of recognizable amount.

Although dolomite was shown to be the main constituent,

some samples also showed the presence of microcrystalline quartz (?).
This microcrystalline quartz may be the constituent causing the cloudy
appearance in and around most of the crystals.

The microcrystalline

quartz seems to be disseminated inside dolomite crystals or in some
cases is concentrated around the crystals, a situation described as
crystal coating in the stratigraphic sections.

No other constituent of

significant quantity was shown in the charts of the x-ray of the dolomite samples.
Results of x-ray analysis of the insoluble residues were no different from those obtained from analysis of the dolomite except for the
absence of carbonates.

The only significant constituent shown on the

x-ray chart was microcrystalline quartz.

Because this quartz could

not be recognized in thin sections, it is concluded that it is responsible for the cloudiness.
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V.

CORRELATION Or STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS

In the Gasconade Formation, dolomitization and post-dolomitization
processes with their obscurring or destructive effect on fossils and
primary features make it difficult to correlate stratigraphic sections.
Every conceivable means or reliable criterion was used to correlate
stratigraphic sections of the formation.

A brief discussion of the

several criteria used in correlating the stratigraphic sections of
the Gasconade Formation follow:
The criteria used are:

bedding, color, texture of grains, distri-

bution and type of zoning, oolite occurrences, distribution and types
of chert, cryptozoan structures, mud cracks, cro·ss-beddi ng, pe 11 ets
and fossils.

Not all of these features are present in one section and

some of these are practically difficult to recognize in drill-hole
sections.
1.

A brief discussion of each of these criteria is given below:
Bedding:

Bedding in the Gasconade Formation is strongly

affected by weathering.

The bedding changes laterally from massive to

medium or even thin for the same unit.

Despite this variation, it can

be concluded that, in general, there is a tendency for the lower and
upper parts of the formation to range from thick-to massive-bedded,
while in the middle part, where most of the cherts are, the general
tendency is for the bedding to be thin to medium.
2.

Color:

The color of the formation is quite variable and no

consistent relationship can be established.

The different tones of

color are usually very close and they vary, in general, from light
gray, light olive gray to pinkish gray. In general, despite the close
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color similarity between the lower and upper parts of the formation,
there is a slight tendency for the upper part to be more often pinkish
gray in color. *
3.

Texture and zoning:

The texture and zoning are closely

associated, so their significance in correlation is considered together.

When the crystals are euhedral or subhedral and the crystal

size is above 250-300 microns, and the fabric is equicrystalline or
two-size (inequicrystalline), then the zoning, mainly the cloudy interior - clear exterior type, is more likely to be present in significant
amounts.

The lower and upper parts of the formation contain coarser

crystals than the middle part.

Crystals in the lower and upper parts

are of subhedral to euhedral while in the middle part they are subhedral
to anhedral.

The lower and upper parts of the formation contain more

zoning than the middle part.
4.

Oolites:

formation.

Oolites are present in more than one horizon in the

They occur mostly in thin chert beds but the number of

oolitic chert beds varies from one section to another.

Furthermore,

if a single chert bed is followed for some distance, it is more likely
to change to dolomite where the oolitic structure is lost.
difficult to recognize in the drill-cores.

Oolite was

Therefore, it is concluded

that the use of the oolitic chert beds, despite their merits, in the
correlation of stratigraphic sections should be utilized with extreme
caution.

One oolitic chert bed up to 10 feet below the main cryptozoan

*When the color is given it is that of the fresh rock. The color was
determined using the rock color chart, distributed by the Geological
Society of America, reprinted in 1970.
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unit is present in several sections (Sections M, E, S, G, J, W, L,
and 0) and is used in connection with other features in correlating
the stratigraphic sections.
5.

Chert:

Chert occurs in several varieties of shapes and types

varying from bedded (which may be local), nodular, disseminated in
dolomite, irregular, to irregular chert masses enclosing a dolomite
core.

The types of chert in the formation are as variable as its

shapes.
less.

They vary from dense, to tripolitic, from banded to structureThe chert is found mainly in the middle part of the formation.

The lower part occasionally contains less extensive, thin, chert beds
and small chert nodules and chert masses.
6.

Algal (Cryptozoan) Structures:

Algal (cryptozoan) structures

occur in the formation in different shapes and in different stratigraphic
positions.

The largest (main) cryptozoan unit is in the middle of the

formation and has been observed at about the same stratigraphic horizon
in most sections (sections L, M, S, W, H, E, 0, and G).

This unit

along with the other smaller units usually associated with it is used
in correlation of the stratigraphic sections of the formation.

Despite

the variation in thickness and type of these algal structures, especially the cryptozoan unit, they are fairly reliable criteria for correlation.
7.

Mud Cracks:

The presence of mud cracks (a better term is

dessication cracks) in the formation is limited to few sections but
is significant that the feature is stratigraphically confined.

The

cracks are generally localized close to the main cryptozoan unit in
the cherty middle part of the formation.
8.

Ripple Marks and Cross-bedding: The presence of these two

original features is very limited.

Neither was noticed in more than
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two or three localities.

They are generally present in the middle

part of the formation.
9.

Pellets:

Pellets were noticed throughout every section studied,

but there is a great tendency for pellets to be abundant in the cherty,
middle part, especially associated with the main cryptozoan unit.

The

use of pellets in the formation in correlation is believed to be as
reliable as any other feature particularly, when the shapes and sizes
of the pellets from different locations are matched, a case well shown
by the pellets preserved in the main cryptozoan unit.
10.

Fossils:

Fossils can be used for regional correlation because

of their large size.

In limited correlation, as is the case here, it

would be difficult to depend mainly on fossils since they are scarce,
confined to the chert and not easy to find complete and in place.
A fossiliferous, thin, cherty dolomite bed was observed in the
middle part below the main cryptozoan unit. This thin unit is probably
what Bridge (1930, p. 116) called the second fossiliferous zone.

The

use of this zone in correlation is fairly reliable since it was observed in most of the sections (sections L, G, J, W, S, E, and 0).
11.

Quartz Grains: Small quartz grains in the 30-40 micron size

range, usually of the same size, were observed in some sections in the
lower part of the formation but above the Gunter Sandstone. These grains
are of detrital origin, probably eolian. They form a scattered pattern
side the dolomite crystals.

The upper part of the formation contains

sand-size quartz grains in most of the stratigraphic .s ections.

In some

sections, they form thin sandstone beds (as in section S and the drillcore sections).

These grains are well-rounded, or detrital origin.

i~
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They occur in variable amounts and at variable horizons in the upper
part of the formation within 30-45 feet from the top.

These water-

laid, detrital grains in the formation are believed to represent a
change towards a Roubidoux environment.
The formation is tentatively subdivided into three different parts
based on the features discussed above.

These three parts, which do not

include the Gunter Sandstone at the base of formation, are termed lower,
middle and upper.

The main characteristics of each of these parts have

been mentioned above and also in chapter II.

It should be pointed out

here that these boundary lines cannot be rigidly placed in the sections.
The lower limit of the lower part is put at the top of the Gunter
Sandstone wherever present, while the upper limit is put at the
first appearnace of a highly cherty horizon.

The lower limit of the

middle part is placed at the first appearance of a highly cherty horizon, and the upper limit is placed where chert begins to decrease in
amount.
The thickness of each of these parts is quite variable from one
section to another.

In general, the lower part is the thickest and

the middle part is the thinnest.

Fig. 1 shows these boundary limits

for each section and the corresponding thickness of each part.
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VI.

SMALL SCALE

POST-DOLOf~ITIZATION,

SOLUTION-FORMED STRUCTURES

The term post-dolomitization needs to be defined.
11

11

Dolomitiza-

tion does not occur in one single pulse, but probably starts as early
as the sediments are laid down and continues for an undetermined
duration.

This process in the Gasconade seems to have had a peak

during which up to 90% of the carbonate material was dolomitized.
11

Post-dolomitization, solutional processes" are these which occur after

this peak.
The main cause of these features is solution and its effects.
Solution occurs in both dolomite and sandstone.
effects include:

In dolomite, the

stylolite formation, rim and center corrosion,

vugs, crystal molds and secondary dolomite growth.

In sandstone,

they include stylolite formation, grain corrosion, replacement and
secondary quartz growth.
A.

Small Scale Features in Dolomite

l.

Stylolites
Stylolites are solutional structures characterized by interlocking

of two layers along their contact in teethlike projections.
are well displaced in the drill-core sections.

Stylolites

They vary in size from

microscopic up to about 3 em high.

They are widespread in the lower

and upper parts of the formation.

The seam is usually filled with a

brownish, clayey material containing 30-40 micron-sized grains of
quartz and pyrite crystals in a much finer material.
Stylolites apparently start to form after lithification and continue to form subsequently throughout geologic time.

This belief is
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Explanation of Plate 13.

Stylolites in Dolomite and Sandstone

All figures are X35
Figures 1 through 4 represent stylolites in dolomite
Fig. 1. Stylolite in dolomite. Note the difference in crystal
shapes and sizes on either side of the stylolite. Sample PB-31. Crossed nicols.
Fig. 2.

Stylolite in dolomite cutting through crystals. Crystals
on either side of stylolite are of different shapes and
sizes. Sample GT-23. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 3.

Stylolite in dolomite. The effect of the stylolite may
have caused the clear color band at one side of the seam
to the right. Sample J-9. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 4.

Stylolite in dolomite. Stylolite shows fine quartz grains
concentrated along the seam (clear, bright areas). Seam
is filled with clay. Sample PM-6. Crossed nicols.
Figures 5 through 8 represent stylolites in sandstone

Fig. 5.

Stylolite in dolomite and sandstone. Corrosion has affected both dolomite (upper part above stylolite seam)
and detrital quartz grains (lower part). Cement in sandstone (lower part) is dolomite. Sample PM-5. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 6.

Stylolite in sandstone. Corrosion of the quartz grains
is clear. Sandstone is cemented by dolomite. Many grains
have quartz overgrowth. Sample PM-12. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 7.

Stylolite in sandstone. Note corrosion of quartz grains
by stylolite. Sample PM-1. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 8.

Stylolite in sandstone. One quartz grain in lower left
quadrant contains a small pyrite crystal. Sample GT-7.
Crossed nicols.
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based on the wide variation of the stylolites in the formation from
microscopic, representing an early stage of stylolite formation, to
large, with all the material filling the seam being removed, representing a late stage or old stylolite.

The amount of material removed

along a stylolite appears to be quite significant as is well demonstrated by the totally different texture of the dolomite on either
side of the seam, Plate 13, Fig. 1.
Pettijohn (1957, pp. 214-215) states that 11 Stylolites occur only
in relatively pure or homogeneous rock 11 •
the Gasconade Formation.

This is not always true in

Stylolites are sometimes well developed in

dolomite containing quartz sand and in sandstone with considerable
amounts of dolomite cement.

Stylolites are also present in a few

cases in the formation in chert and rarely they have formed with
dolomite on one side of the seam and chert on the other side.

Plate

13, Fig. 1 through 4, show some examples of stylolites in dolomite in

the Gasconade Formation.
2.

Rim Corrosion
Rim corrosion is caused by solution at the edge of dolomite crystals.
present in the formation in a wide range of degrees of development.
and types
two-

size euhedral fabrics show a considerable amount of rim corrosion.

In

several cases, corrosion is so extensive that crystals seem to be
isolated when observed in thin sections.
porosity is high (up to 50%).

In such cases, the resulting

The pores are connected, producing a

· darc1'es
high permeability which can be measure d 1n
·

High permeability

and porosity are two essential factors for storage and flow of any
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fluid through the formation.

Subhedral crystals show less rim cor-

rosion and the least amount is observed in anhedral crystals of small
size (in the range of 40-120 microns).
The association of rim corrosion with zoning, in particular the
cloudy interior-clear rim type is rather significant.

This relation-

ship can be seen in Plate 14, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 show the effect
of solution on the rim.

It is concluded that there is a relationship

between the cause of zoning and that of the corrosion.

Solution is

more effective in corroding when the rock is chemically homogeneous
and the crystals are euhedral.

Solution obviously has removed a tre-

mendous amount of rock, an estimation of which can be made by determining the present rock porosity, except where the rock has collapsed.
3.

Center Corrosion
Center corrosion is caused, as is rim corrosion, by solution but

the resulting corrosion is at the center of the crystal rather than
at the edges and is not as widespread in the formation as rim corrosion.
Again, crystal size and texture play a role in center corrosion,
which is more likely to be present in coarse, euhedral dolomite crystals.
There is a possible genetic relationship between center corrosion and
type B zoning (clear center-cloudy exterior).

During the development

of center corrosion, a clear boundary paralleling the pore is formed.
Such a boundary is due to solution and is not typical type B zoning.
In many cases, both center and rim corrosion can be observed in
the same thin section.

Both rim and center corrosion are well developed
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Explanation of Plate 14.

Rim and Center Corrosion of Dolomite
Crysta 1s

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Rim corrosion in the clear boundaries of crystals. The
fabric is two-size euhedral. Dark areas are pores.
Sample GT-39. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 2.

Rim corrosion in the clear areas at the border of the
crystals. The corrosion has removed considerable amounts
of dolomite. Equicrystalline-euhedral fabric. Dark
areas are pores. Sample GT-41. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 3.

Rim corrosion of high intensity with some crystals nearly
isolated and some others probably completely dissolved.
Crystals show irregular corrosion at their edges. Equicrystalline-euhedral fabric. Over 60% is pore space
(dark areas). Sample PB-37. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 4.

Center corrosion. The dissolution either caused the
clear interior areas or started in it. Dark areas are
pores. Sample G-25. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 5.

Center and rim corrosion. Dark areas are pores. Note that
the center corrosion is shown in euhedral crystals.
Sample J-12. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 6.

Rim and center corrosion. Note center corrosion (crystal in the left center) is not at the center of the
crystal. Center corrosion is shown in other crystals
(to the right). Equ i crysta 11 i ne--euhedral fabric. Dark
areas are pores. Sample PB-34. Crossed nicols.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Plate 14. Rim and center corrosion of dolomite crystals
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in the subsurface as demonstrated by their presence in the core samples
in greater amounts than in the outcrop sections.
the main cause is underground solution.

This implies that

Plate 14, Figs. 4, 5 and 6

show examples as seen in thin sections.
4.

Vu[S and Crystal Molds
Vugs and crystal molds occur throughout the formation and are

closely related to rim and center corrosion.

Descriptions of the

stratigraphic sections in the appendix show the distribution of vugs
in the formation.

Vugs are also abundant in the drill-hole sections

where pyrite crystals and secondary dolomite crystals are growing in
the vugs.
In most cases secondary (?) dolomite growth with large, clear
crystals (2-3 mm size) is present.
and chert.

Vugs are present in both dolomite

The presence of vugs in chert is not believed to be due to

removal of chert by solution, but rather to the removal of dolomite
accompanying the chert.
Crystals molds, sometimes referred to as dolomolds, occur in the
formation where dolomite crystals are scattered in chert.

If such

crystals are dissolved, their molds will be preserved in the chert.
They could also form in dolomite through center corrosion or by total
crystal removal by rim corrosion.
5.

Secon£a~~arbon!te

Growth

Dolomite is not only removed by solution, but the solution that
carried the dissolved carbonate material from one place can precipitate
it in another.
ate growth.

This precipitation is referred to as secondary carbon-

Clear dolomite and calcite crystals were both observed in

the stratigraphic sections.

It is not known, however, whether the
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Explanation of Plate 19 .

Secondary Mineral Growth

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Dolomite growth into vug. Dolomite crystals increase in
size towards vug (dark area to right) . Replacement of
some dolomite by chert in the smaller size dolomite
crystals at the left (dark scattered areas). Sample
PB-53. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 2.

Dolomite growth into vugs. Clear rims of crystals are
probably due to solution acting along crystal edges. Dark
areas are pores. Sample GT-68 . Crossed nicols .

Fig. 3.

Quartz growth in the center of an oolite grain. Most of
the other oolites in the vicinity are chertified. The
cement is mostly quartz growth. Sample L-33. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 4.

Quartz overgrowth around detrital quartz grains. Note
the grain to grain contact. Dark areas are pores.
Banding is due to interference color. Sample GT-2. (Gunter Sandstone). Crossed nicols .

Fig. 5.

Quartz growth in vug (dark area). The crystals increase
in size towards the center. The outer material is dolomite.
Sample G-44. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 6.

Quartz growth in vug (dark area). The crystals increase
in size towards the center. The outer material is chert.
Sample 0-57. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 7.

Second generation of dolomite growing in fracture in
dolomite. Fine quartz crystals lining both dolomites,
formed after the later dolomite. Sample 0-58. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 8.

Two fractures of different ages in dolomite . The older
fracture is filled wi th dolomite and quartz growth and
the younger one is fi lled only with dolomite growth and
cut the older one . Sample G-17. Crossed nicols .
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Plate 15. Secondary mineral growth
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carbonate precipitates were originally calcite or dolomite.

It is

suggested here that calcite was deposited first, then contemporaneous (?)
replacement of calcite by dolomite took place. The crystals are usually large.

They begin as small crystals, occasionally in optical

continuity with the original dolomite, then larger crystals grow on
the smaller ones into the vug or pore.
but may be light colored.

Usually these crystals are clear

Plate 15, Figs. l, 2, 7, and 8 give some

examples of dolomite growth in dolomite.
Calcite crystals in vugs are usually clear and large, ranging in
size from a few mm up to 20 em.

Calcite-filled vugs were observed

only in exposed stratigraphic sections, while dolomite crystals in
vugs were generally observed more in the drill-cores than in the
exposed stratigraphic sections.
B.

Small Scale Features in Sandstone
In the Gunter Sandstone, the post-dolomitization, solution-formed

features of small scale are:

stylolites, quartz grain corrosion, re-

placement of quartz by pyrite, and secondary quartz growth.

Although

these features are similar to those occurring in the dolomite, they
are discussed here because of the differences in chemical stability of
the two host minerals.

Of all minerals, quartz is the most chemically

stable and the most resistant to weathering and solution.

Given here

are some illustrations to show the effect of solution on quartz grains,
mainly in the subsurface (drill-core sections).
1.

Stylolites
Stylolites in sandstone (orthoquartzite class) have been mentioned

in the literature.

Pettijonn (1957, p. 214) cites several authorities
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describing stylolites in sandstone.
lites in the subsurface sections.

The Gunter member contains styloThese occur in pure sandstone, sand-

stone with dolomite cement and in sandy dolomite.

The solution which

formed the stylolites affected both dolomite crystals and quartz grains.
The latter show irregular boundaries on otherwise rounded to well
rounded grains.

In most cases, the stylolite seam contains opaque,

dark-brown to red clay (in thin sections) and small pyrite grains.
The thickness of the seam is variable, ranging from 10 microns up to
150 microns at the corners or at a change in direction.

The stylolites

are generally small, ranging from microscopic to not more than 1.5 em
in column height.

Plate 13, Figs. 5 through 8 show some examples of

stylolites in the Gunter member.
2. Corrosion
Corrosion at the edges of quartz grains (those not connected
with stylolites) has been observed in some parts of the Gunter
Sandstone member.

The corrosion along the quartz grain boundaries is

irregular and it is obvious that a considerable amount of quartz has
been removed by solution.
on the grains has occurred.

In most cases, secondary quartz overgrowth
The added quartz is in optical continuity

with the original, internal quartz grains.

Although a slight change

in color is present between the detrital quartz and the secondary
quartz, this color variation is attributed to variation in the solution
containing the precipitated silica.

The inner quartz grains seem to

have been corroded before the secondary quartz was added.

Where

secondary quartz overgrowth is present there is little or no dolomite
cement.

Evidently, the quartz overgrowth reduced the porosity of the
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sandstone too much to allow for much cementation.

Plate 15, Fig. 4,

shows secondary quartz overgrowth on detrital quartz grains.
Often small inclusions (40-50 microns) of irregular shape were
noticed in the quartz grains.
gas bubbles.

These inclusions are most probably small

In most cases, they are dark under crossed-nicols and

vary from light blue to orange yellow.
3.

Replacement of Quartz by Pyrite.
The term replacement is used in the usual sense in that the

original material or part of it

has been removed and different

material has taken its place.
In several instances, part of the detrital quartz grain has been
removed from the interior or from the outer boundaries of the grains.
The mechanism which caused the removal is probably the same as that
causing quartz grain boundary corrosion and stylolite formation, i.e.,
solution, yet the nature and the chemistry of this action is not
clearly understood.

The only quartz grains so affected are in the

subsurface.

Pyrite is the common mineral which has replaced interiors

of grains.

The replacing mineral i.e., pyrite, seems to have taken the

place of the quartz simultaneously as evidenced by the absence of
pores in quartz grains so affected.

Pyrite replaced not only quartz

grains, but dolomite crystals were also so affected.

Plate 16 shows

examples of pyrite replacing quartz grains in the Gunter member and
also dolomite crystals in the dolomitic part of the formation.
4.

Secondary Quartz Growth
In addition to the growth of secondary quartz around detrital

quartz grains referred to above, there has also been quartz growth in
vugs and voids in the dolomitic part of the formation.

It occurs
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Explanation of Plate 16.

Pyrite Replacement

All figures are X35
Fig. 1.

Pyrite (dark) replacing the original cement (presumably
dolomite) and partly replacing one quartz grain to the
left. Note the absence of quartz overgrowth and also
the shape of the grains. Sample PB-2. Polarized light.

Fig. 2.

Pyrite inclusion (dark areas) in quartz grain. A few
quartz grains show quartz overgrowth. Dark areas between
grains are pores. Sample GT-6. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 3.

Pyrite replacing dolomite. Note corroded character of
dolomite crystals at the contact with the pyrite (dark
areas). Clear areas are pores. Sample PB-39. Polarized
light.

Fig. 4.

Pyrite (dark areas) replacing dolomite and quartz grains.
The replacement is greater in dolomite than in quartz
(quartz grain in the lower right quadrant). Sample PB-4.
Crossed nicols.

Fig. 5.

Pyrite (dark areas) replacing dolomite. Note the effect
of corrosion on the dolomite. Sample PB-62. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 6.

Pyrite (dark areas) replacing pellets and oolite grains
and probably replacing the quartz. The matrix is chert.
Sample PB-38. Polarized light.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Plate 16.

Pyrite replacement
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close to or associated with chert and most commonly in or near the
middle part of the formation.

It begins as quartz druse with small

quartz crystals attached to the vug wall:

then larger size quartz

crystals develop, in most of the cases terminating with a

shar~

rough

surface.
The matrix of the oolitic chert beds is also secondary quartz;
furthermor~

secondary quartz along with chalcedony forms a major

part of the chert in the formation.

Plate 15, Figs. 3, 5 and 6 show

some examples of secondary quartz growth in the dolomitic part of the
formation.
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VII.
A.

DIAGENESIS OF THE FORMATION

Introduction
Interpretation of the diagenetic evidence is probably the most

significant but most difficult part of the study of the Gasconade
Formation since most, if not all, of the original features of the
sediment have been obscured or obliterated.

Thus any conclusion may

be questioned because of insufficient supporting evidence.
The term diagenesis is used broadly as defined by Murray and
Pray, (1965, p. 1) as follows:
Diagenesis encompasses those natural changes which occur in
sediment or sedimentary rocks between the time of initial
deposition and the time-if .ever-when the changes created by
elevated temperature or pressure or by other conditions can
be considered to have crossed the threshold into the realm of
metamorphism
11

11

Diagentic processes include among others:

cementation, compac-

tion, solution, recrystallization (or neomorphism; a term suggested
by Folk, 1965, pp. 20-21), and replacement.

Probably all of these

processes have been active in one way or another, at one time or
another.

Those that can be verified are replacement, neomorphism and

solution.

Cementation and compaction can neither be denied or estab-

1i shed.
It seems evident that the dolomite of the Gasconade Formation did
not form originally as a precipitated dolomite.
conclusion are numerous:
fossils.

(2)

(1)

The reasons for this

The absence or lack of preservation of

The size of the dolomite crystals, generally in the

range of 300-600 microns, exceedingly larger than dolomite crystals
reportedly forming in modern seas,

Shinn et EJ_. (1965, pp. 112-123)

give a size of less than 3 microns.

!ling, et ~- (1965, pp. 89-11)
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give a size range of 1-5 microns for penecontemporaneous dolomite in
the Persian Gulf.

(3)

The predominantly subhedral to euhedral shape

of the dolomite crystals.

(4)

The fact that no one, so far, has ever

been able to precipitate dolomite synthetically under conditions similar
to those for sedimentary carbonates.
On the other hand, the dolomite of the Gasconade Formation did not
form by weathering or in association with folds or faults.

On the

contrary, the formation is well bedded and the carbonate portion of it
is dolomite in every locality at the surface or in subsurface.
The chert in the Gasconade is likewise not original.

Although

the chert occurs in a bedded form, with a wide variety of thicknesses
in every stratigraphic section measured, nowhere has a particular
chert bed been traced from one section to another.

Furthermore, a

chert bed often varies in thickness in the same exposure and sometimes
can be traced along the outcrop until it becomes a dolomite.

If the

bedded chert were primary, its thickness, variation and distribution
would not follow the pattern seen in the Gasconade Formation.
The chert also occurs in non-bedded forms in wide variety of
shapes.

These vary from nodular, spherical, disseminated in dolomite,

in thin plates either parallel to bedding or in irregular positions, to
irregular chert masses occasionally containing small dolomite masses.
Sizes vary from very small (few mm for small chert nodules) to large
(2-3 feet size for the large irregular chert masses).

These erratic

variations cannot be explained as primary features.
Fossils, which are found largely in the chert or dolomitic chert,
are nearly all silicified.

Since these fossils were not originally

formed of silica, they are additional evidence for a replacement origin
of the chert.
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There are additional lines of evidence such as chertified oolite
and pellets which favor the replacement origin of the chert in the
Gasconade Formation.
It would seem, therefore, that the Gasconade chert and dolomite
are both of replacement origin.

The diagenetic process that resulted

in the formation of the dolomite will generally be referred to as
dolomitization and that which resulted in the formation of the chert
will be referred to as chertification or silicification.

No attempt

will be made to discuss the chemical processes leading to the formation
of the dolomite and chert, neither will any attempt be made to identify
the source of silica from which the chert in the formation has been
formed because it cannot be certainly known.

It is suggested that most

of the original silica came from sea water.
B.

Dolomitization of the Formation
It is not known whether the original carbonate sediments were

deposited as aragonite or as calcite or both, although at least part
of the sediments was probably originally aragonite.

Inversion (change

of aragonite to calcite) or recrystallization prior to dolomitization
of either calcite or aragonite also cannot be certainly established.
Regardless of what kind of diagenetic processes were active before
dolomitization, the end result is the dolomite which developed in three
phases, early, middle and late.

The middle phase, however, is the main

one.
l.

Early Phase of

Dolomitiza~ipn

Many workers who have studied dolomite forming in modern seas reported that aragonite or calcite crystals can be replaced by dolomite
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before lithification of the rock.
dolomitization.

(Wells, 1962, pp. 274-275; Deffeyes et

pp. 678-679; Illing et
pp. 112-118).

This is referred to as contemporary

~·,

~·,

1965, pp. 97-101 and Shinn et

1964

~.,

1965,

Most of these writers report that dolomite replaces

aragonite rather than calcite.

In general, the dolomite is found in

the tidal zone and crystals are in the range of a few microns in size.
During the study of thin sections, small dolomite crystals were observed imbedded inside larger dolomite crystals.
as

11

Crystal inclusions...

These are referred to

Staining of several thin sections containing

crystal inclusions with Alizarin red-S did not reveal any calcite.
Also, x-ray study of these features failed to show calcite.

They are

of nearly equal size, usually from 10-30 microns and the crystals
are usually euhedral to subhedral.

In several cases, more than one

small crystal are included in the same large crystal, but none of the
small crystals was observed to be in contact.

Crystal inclusions are

present in all measured stratigraphic sections with no restriction to
any stratigraphic horizon.

The crystal inclusions are present in all

fabrics and crystal shapes, although it was impossible to observe
them in crystals as small as 30-80 microns.

The crystal inclusions

are not in optical continuity with the enclosing crystal.

The angles

between the extension of the small crystals and the larger ones are
variable.

Visually estimated percentage occurrences of the crystal

inclusions are at 0.5% up to 9%.

The common range is about 1-3%.

Plate 17, Figs. 1 through 4, presents some examples of crystal inclusions as observed in the Gasconade Formation.
The formation of these tiny crystals which now occur as inclusions
is believed to represent an early phase of diagenetic replacement.

The
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Explanation of Plate 17.

Dolomitization and Chertification

All figures are X35
Figures 1 through 4 represent dolomtization: small
crystals included in larger ones represent the early
phase of dolomitization and larger crystals represent
the main phase of dolomitiza tion.
Fig. 1.

Small dolomite crystals included in larger ones. Dark
areas between crystals are pores. Sample M-25. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 2.

Small dolomite crystals included inside larger crystals.
Dark areas between crystals are pores. Sample E-3. Crossed
ni co 1s.

Fig. 3.

Small dolomite crystals included inside larger ones.
the equicrystalline-euhedral fabric. Zoning is also
shown. Dark areas are pores. Sample L-19. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 4.

Small dolomite crystals included inside larger ones. Equicrystalline-euhedral fabric. Dark areas to· the left are
pores. Sample W-34. Crossed nicols.

Note

Figures 5 through 7 represent late phase of chertification
Fig. 5.

~hert replacing dolomite. The dolomite crystals with their
1rregularly corroded outer edges are included in chert
(darker areas). Quartz growth (clear, to the lower left)
in chert. Sample P-53. Crossed nicols.

Fig. 6.

Corroded, mostly floating dolomite crystals (light color)
in tripolitic chert (darker areas). Sample W-6. Crossed
nicols.

Fig. 7. Chert (darker color) partly replacing dolomite. Dolomite
crystals (light areas) are irregularly affected by chert
replacement . Sample 0-32. Crossed nicols.
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Fig. l

Fig. 2

-

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

.

Fig. 7

Plate 17.

Dolomitization and chertification
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small crystals of dolomite replaced the less stable carbonate material.
It is suggested that the replacement was a process similar to that in
which modern dolomite is being formed.
Deffeyer, et

~·,

Illing, et

~·,and

Based on the works of Wells,
Shinn, et

~.,

it is considered

that the crystal inclusions were formed contemporaneously, although
they are of much larger size than those reported in modern seas.
Because no significant sediment compaction had occurred, the sediments must have had a high porosity and permeability so that all the
pores were filled with sea water which provided the Mg ions needed for
replacement, and movement of sea water through the sediments was not
restricted.
2.

Middle (Main) Phase of

Dol~itization

Following the early dolomitization, non-stable carbonates such as
those occurring in the exterior of oolite grains, in fossil shells and
possibly in some of the matrix were inverted to a more stable form of
carbonate.

These more stable carbonates were not susceptible to re-

placement by dolomite during the middle phase of dolomitization.
It is believed that over 90% of the carbonate of the Gasconade
Formation was dolomitized during the middle phase of dolomitization
which occurred while sea water was accessible to the sediments, i.e.,
before or during lithification.

As has been stated, the dominant size

range of the dolomite crystals in the Gasconade is 300-600 microns and
the crystals are dominantly subhedral to euhedral.

The development

of these crystal shapes and sizes could have not been possible without
the freedom of the crystals to grow.

The shape of the crystals indicates

that while they were growing, the replacement process was equidirectional
to the crystal faces.

If there was any obstruction to growth, then the
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resulting crystal shape would be controlled mainly by the space available.

The carbonate sediments freshly deposited on top were not ef-

fective in producing any sizeable pressure on the lower sediments.
The 300-600 microns crystal size indicates that the replacement
process must have been for the most part very slow and took place at
several closely related intervals.

Any slight change in the chemical

composition of the sea water, would be usually reflected in the development of zoning in the dolomite crystals.
The Mg ions needed for replacement were provided by sea water
percolating through the loosely consolidated sediment.

The freed Ca

ions from the replacement, were combined with more Mg ions to form
more dolomite.

This is what usually referred to as .. distant source do-

lomitization .. (Murray, 1960 and 1964), a process which is believed to
have occurred in the development of the dolomites of the Gasconade
Formation.

The continuation of this process would eventually have re-

duced the 14% porosity theoretically expected from the replacement of
calcite to dolomite on a mole to mole basis.

Many thin sections showed

that the dolomite crystals are actually in contact with one another
allowing for no porosity.
porosity.

It is not possible to observe original

The porosity observed in thin sections is not original but

produced secondarily by solution (Plate 17, Figs. 1 through 4).
Pellets, because of their high magnesium content, were more susceptible to dolomitization during the main phase of dolomitization than
other carbonate constituents.
preserved.

After dolomitization most pellets were

It is not known however, whether the pellets now preserved

in the dolomite are the same in size and quantity as before dolomitization
or not.
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3.

Late Phase of Dolomitization
The carbonates that suffered inversion but were not replaced

during the middle main phase of dolomitization were replaced during
the late phase of dolomitization.

It is believed that this process

occurred after the lithification of the sediments.

Consequently, the

shape of the later-formed crystals depended to a large extent on the
space available which may not necessarily have allowed them to be of
euhedral or subhedral shape.
The three phases of dolomitization discussed above are not the
only dolomitization processes which affected the carbonates of the
Gasconade Formation.

There was also dolomitization of the secondarily

formed carbonate fillings in vugs, fractures or pores.
were observed primarily in the

drill~core

Some fillings

sections while the calcite

filling was observed in stratigraphic sections (Section L).

Pre-

sumably, calcite spar pockets were replaced by dolomite at a considerably later time than any of the previously discussed phases of dolomitization.

Meteoric water must have carried the Mg ions needed for re-

placement.

It is suggested that the Mg ions were supplied by the

dissolution of the dolomite formed in the earlier phases.

The dolomite

growth discussed in the previous chapter is an example of this type of
replacement.
C.

Chertification or Silicification of the Formation
The terms chertification or silicification imply the replacement

of a previous material (presumably carbonate in the Gasconade Formation)
by either a microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline silica to form chert
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or by crystalline silica to form quartz.
curred in more than one phase.

The replacement process oc-

At least two chertification phases can

be recognized in the Gasconade chert, namely an early and iate phase.
The timing of the phases of chertification relative to the phases
of dolomitization is important but difficult to establish.
1.

Early Phase of Chertification
The early phase of chertification either interrupted the main

phase of dolomitization or began shortly thereafter.

During the main

phase of dolomitization, nearly all the high magnesium carbonates that
had not suffered inversion were dolomitized.

Those carbonates that

were not dolomitized such as oolite grains, fossil shells, pellets (?)
etc., were more likely to be affected during the early phase of chertification.

Chert replacement has produced good preservation of the

original features.
The chert replaced carbonate materials at the outer boundary of
the oolites; also in the outer layer of the fossil shells.

The chert-

ification of oolites probably substantiates replacement much better
than any other feature.

To a lesser extent the chertification re-

placed whole oolite grains; however, the oolite cores may be either
dolomite, quartz or in some cases hollow. The same sequence is demonstrated by the chertified fossils.

Plate 13 shows some examples

illustrating the early phase of chertification.
2.

The Late Phase of Chertification
The late phase of chertification occurred after the main phase of

dolomitization, but how long after cannot be established.

The late

phase of chertification mainly involved the replacement of dolomite
which can be considered, therefore, as a second generation replacement.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7
Plate 18.

Chertification

l 09

the remaining calcite portion of the oolite grains was replaced by
silica.

Finally, the dolomite rhombs were replaced by silica resulting

in complete silicification of the oolites.
v)

Chertified oolite grains, where the internal structures are

missing, are another example of support of late phase of chertification.
It is suggested that the original carbonate oolite grains were dolomitized during the main phase of dolomitization where their internal
structures were obliterated, then the dolomite was replaced by silica
later; (Plate 7, Fig. 2).
The replacing silica in both early and late chertification was
of micro-crystalline or cryptocrystalline size.

Chertification how-

ever is not the only silicification process that occurred in the
formation.

Other examples of silicification which involved the growth

of crystalline quartz are:
i.

Quartz overgrowth on the detrital quartz grains of the Gunter

member.
ii.

The growth of quartz crystals in vugs, pores and along frac-

tures in the form of quartz druse.
iii.

The formation of chalcedony, mostly associated with chert,

which forms pseudoolites, referred to under uoolitesu, Chapter III.
iv.

The clear quartz crystal growth in oolite matrices and fossil

interiors.
It must be noted that these processes are unrelated both as to time
and as to method of formation.

Quartz overgrowth on detrital quartz

grains is believed to have occurred early in the diagenetic sequence.
Whether it replaced a former material or merely filled pores is not
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known; however the latter is probable.

The quartz and chalcedony

formed in fractures and solution - caused features such as pores and
vugs developed in the dolomite long after the main phase of dolomitization and after lithification of the sediments.
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VIII.
A.

ENVIRONMENT OF DEPOSITION AND PARAGENESIS

Environment of Deposition
The almost complete absence of original micro-scale features

due to dolomitizatio.n and other replacement processes makes thereconstruction of the environment of deposition of the Gasconade sediments highly speculative.

No original carbonate sediments were ob-

served, only replacement-formed carbonates and silica.
and chertified oolites survived the dolomitization.

Only pellets

Even these may

represent only a fraction of their original quantities in the sediments.
The development of zoning also sheds some light on the environment of deposition.

Several large-scale original features are also

of some help in reconstructing the environment of deposition.

These

include rock color, bedding, ripple-marks, desiccation or mud-cracks,
fossils, cross-bedding, and most important of all, the algal (cryptozoan) structures.
Because the color of the formation is generally in the light
range, neither reduction nor oxidation was involved and the sediments
were evidently deposited in shallow water within the reach of sun
light.

The thick and massive bedding indicates a more stable environ-

ment of deposition as compared to thin and medium bedding.

The ripple

marks indicate a shallow water environment, but should not necessarily
be considered as indicating closeness to shore as they can be formed
far offshore as well.

The desiccation or mud-cracks indicate temporary

subaerial exposure.
The deposition of the Gasconade Formation was initiated during
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the transgressive phase of the early Ordovician seas.

The pre-Gas-

conade land surface probably was not planar and the underlying
Cambrian formations varied from Eminence and older in different
places, Dake (1930, p. 128).

A few of the Precambrian knobs were

still present, at least in northeastern Oklahoma (Chenoweth, 1968,
pp. 1682-1683 and Fig. 12).

Gasconade sedimentation started with the

deposition of the Gunter Member which varies in thickness and lithology
depending upon proximity to a sand source, mainly Precambrian knobs
or islands, and the undulations of the depositional surface.

While

the Gunter was being deposited at the transgressive front, carbonate
rocks were deposited in deeper water.
The Gunter Member is characterized by ripple-marks and crossbedding.

Bedding is thin to medium and the basal part of the Gunter

contains reworked rock fragments of varying sizes, shapes and lithology.
The bimodal to polymodal character and the fairly well-sorted sandstone indicate that the Gunter Member was deposited in the supratidal
zone under high energy conditions where wave action could and did
form ripple marks.
Early in Gunter time much higher energy conditions existed as
suggested by the occurrence of reworked rock fragments.

The bimodal

to polymodal nature of the Gunter further indicates either multisources, or variation in the depositional energy, or both.
Conditions under which the carbonate sediments overlying the
Gunter Sandstone were deposited will be discussed in three sections,
based on the divisions made in the chapter on correlation.
The lower part of the formation is characterized by medium to
thick, occasionally massive beds, and light gray to light olive gray
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color.

The dolomite crystals are in the medium to coarse range and the

texture is euhedral to subhedral.

The unit contains less chert than

in the middle part, generally of small nodules.

Very limited occur-

rences of thin, oolitic chert beds characterize the unit.

The unit

contains also limited scattered cryptagalaminates or algal mats and
a few algal mounds,mostly in dolomite.

The unit contains fewer

pellets than the middle part and there is a general tendency for the
number of pellets to increase close to the top of the unit.

Small

detrital quartz grains in the range of 30-50 microns were observed
in some sections in this unit (section Mand drill-core PB).
Based on the above evidence the following interpretation is made
regarding the environment of deposition of the lower part.
bonate sediments were formed in an epeiric sea.

The car-

The depth of the

water was shallow to moderate as the sediments were within reach of
sun light.

Sedimentation was continuous for long periods of time

to allow thick beds to develop.

Subaerial exposure of the sediments,

if any, was very limited (mud cracks are not developed).

The sea

water was of normal salinity or slightly higher.

The oxidation-re-

duction potential of the sea water was neutral.

The sediments laid

down were of uniform texture, probably micrite or mud.

There was

some limited agitation of the water as suggested by the thin oolitic
beds.

The silt-size detrital quartz grains, observed in some sections,

may have been carried in by winds.

The limited and scattered occur-

rences of cryptalgalaminates in this unit suggest that the sediments
were restricted to the intertidal zone, at least where such algal
structures are present, David (1966) and Aitken (1967).
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The middle part of the formation is characteristically thin-to
medium-bedded.

The dolomite crystals are fine to medium in size and

subhedral to anhedral, especially when associated with chert.
unit contains more chert than any of the other two units.

The

The chert

is present in irregular beds, nodules and masses of varying sizes and
shapes.

The unit contains several thin, oolitic chert beds.

of the cryptozoan algal structures are localized in this unit.
primary sedimentary structures in the unit there are:

Most
Of the

mud-cracks,

cross-bedding and limited occurrences of ripple marks.
The environmental setting of the middle part of the formation
was about the same in most respects as in the lower part except for
some important changes that took place.
1.

Decrease in water depth.

These changes are:

Whether the water regressed or the

sea bottom rose or both took place is hard to determine.

The first

possibility would permit the section to be more uniform in this area,
which appears to be the case.

The ripple marks suggest that water

depth was in a very shallow range, probably not more than few fathoms,
and the sediments were within the reach of wave action.
2.

The water energy was effective in agitation as suggested by

the increased abundance of oolites.
3.

The occurrence of the various algal structures in this unit

characterizes the environment of deposition in this unit.

Of the

algal structures, the most dominant is the SH type which indicates an
11

exposed intertidal headland" and t he LLH type which indicates a

tected intertidal mud flats" (Lo gan, et

~-,

~~ p ro

1964). The less common digi-

tate algal structures indicate that ''a relatively high degree of wave and
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current energy was effective 11
4.

(Howe, 1966).

Limited change in the direction of the currents occurred in

some parts of the area during the deposition of this unit as suggested
by cross-bedding.
5.

Mud cracks indicate temporary exposure of the sediments, in

some cases several times in one locality (section L).
6.

The sea water contained in addition to the precipatated

carbonate material, an appreciable amount of silica, most of which
was trapped in the interstitial sea water; otherwise the large amount
of chert in this part of the formation cannot be accounted for.
7.

Despite the fact that it is difficult to determine the orig-

inal type of carbonate sediments deposited in this unit, it can be speculated that such carbonate sediments were not uniform in size.

Pellets,

intraclasts and oolites are more localized in this unit than in any of
the other two units.

Because this unit was characterized by high

energy conditions, it is speculated that spar formed a major part of
the sediments.

It is also suggested that conditions must have been

favorable for living organisms as suggested by the dominance of fossils
in this unit.
The upper part of the formation is characterized by medium to
thick, occasionally massive, bedding.
and subhedral to euhedral.

Crystals are medium to coarse

The unit contains the least amount of

chert and no primary sedimentary structures were observed.

The occur-

rence of any algal structures is very limited (only section L shows
some suspected algal mounds in the upper part).

Close to the top of

this unit, there are erratic occurrences of either thin beds of
sandstone or detrital quartz grains of sand size in most of the sections
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where the unit is complete.
This information suggests that for most of the time, the carbonate
sediments of the upper part of the formation were deposited in slightly
deeper water than that of the lower part.

It is speculated that the

sea water was of low energy and that the deposited sediments were
generally homogeneous, most probably micrite or mud.

Close to the

end of the Gasconade time, however, a change in environment occurred
toward the Roubidoux conditions as suggested by thin sandstone beds
and detrital quartz grains in the upper part of most of the sections
and also by the limited occurrence of algal mounds in the upper part
of the unit.
B.

This may indicate regression of the sea.

Paragenesis:

Sequence of Events

Diagenetic processes affecting the Gasconade Formation have been
discussed in preceeding sections of this thesis.
events is presented here.

The sequence of

Several workers have discussed sequences of

diagenetic events in other Cambro-Ordovician sections in a geologic
setting similar to that of the Gasconade Formation.

Most of these

authors postulated a diagenetic history for these rocks that can be
summarized generally as follows:
dolomitization.

dolomitization-silicification-

They include Sando (1957) who made a petrograph i c

study of the Beekmantown rocks of Maryland.

He did not give the

diagenetic sequence of these rocks, but it is clear from his description that it followed the above pattern.

Dietrich, Hobbs and Lowry

(1963) find the same sequence in the Cambro-Ordovician Knox Group of
Virginia.

Swett (1964) outlined the diagenetic history of the Lower
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Ordovician Manitou Formation of Colorado as a sequence of recrystallization-dolomitization-silicification-calcitization (dedolomitization)oxidation- and minor dolomitization.

Swett (1965) also gives a

similar sequence in his study of the Durness carbonate (Cambro-Ordovician) of Northwest Scotland.

Broughton (1972) in his report on the

diagenesis of the Knox Group in the Christiansburg fenster in southwestern Virginia describes a more detailed sequence, but the main
events are essentially the same.
The diagenetic history of the Gasconade Formation is interpreted
as follows (Fig. 2) noting that any one diagenetic p~ocess may not
have affected the entire formation at the same time:
1.

Deposition of carbonates following the deposition of the

Gunter Sandstone.
aragonitic.

The carbonates (limestone) were probably in part

Accompanying the deposition of carbonates were a few

erratic, detrital quartz grains.

Pellets, oolites, fossils (including

fossilized algae), and other original sedimentary features, such as
ripple marks, and cross-bedding were formed in the sediment.
2.

Early phase of dolomitization or formation of syngenetic dolomite

Freeman (1972); penecontemporaneous replacement of aragonite (?) to form
small dolomite euhedra of limited quantity.
3.

Partial corrosion of detrital quartz grains in the Gunter.

4.

Recrystallization (inversion, Folk, 1965) of the unstable

carbonates (aragonite?) to the more stable mineral, calcite, and/or the
recrystallization of calcite into a more stable form.
5.

Partial lithification of the sediments and formation of mud

cracks in the sediments in the tidal flat (middle unit).
6.

The main phase of dolomitization which altered the limestone
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lfwertect
-~Dolomite

Crystal a
(Ara 9 onite Inverted
Into Calcite)

Crystal•

v
Chert

LATE DOLOMITIZATION

---- Heavier line indicates most likely sequence
Thinner line indicates less likely sequence
Fig. 2. Sequence of diagenetic processes. The
schematic representation illustrates the diagenetic processes
in the oolites of the Gasconade Formation.
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to dolomite.

Zoning started during this phase and continued throughout

it.
7.

Early phase of chertification, either interrupting the main

phase of dolomitization, or occurring slightly afterward.

During

this stage, authigenic quartz overgrowth on detrital quartz grains
took place.
8.

Silica also replaced limestone but not dolomite.

Burial and lithification of sediments; formation of stylolites

due to pressure and solution, and possibly recrystallization of dolomite (?).
9.

Late phase of chertification, during which dolomite and pos-

sibly some of the remaining limestone were replaced by silica; possibly
pyritization at this time also.
10.

Late phase of dolomitization, during which any remaining

limestone was dolomitized.
11.

Commencement of rim and center corrosion of dolomite cyrstals

by solution.
12.

Formation of vugs and cavities with the deposition of either

silica or calcite as druse in vugs.

Local fracturing may also have

taken place during this time as a result of considerable solution.
13.

Minor dolomitization of the newly formed calcite (dolomite

overgrowth).
14.

Further leaching of soluble carbonate material, rocks and

development of local caves, springs and sinks.
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IX.

CONCLUSIONS

The Gasconade Formation (Lower Ordovician) has been studied in
the surface and subsurface in the Ozarks of Missouri and northeastern
Oklahoma.

The formation is mostly dolomite with a sandstone member

at the base (Gunter) and frequent occurrences of chert bodies of
different shapes, particularly in the middle part.
The dolomite crystals in the lower and upper parts are subhedral
to euhedral, of equicrystalline to two-size fabric and range in size
from 300-600 microns.

In the middle part they are subhedral to anhedral

of variable fabric and smaller size.

A sequence of cloudy and clear

areas (zoning) characterizes the euhedral crystals.
types of zoning are recognized:

Three different

type A, cloudy interior - clear rims;

type B, clear interior - cloudy rims and type C, a combination of both
or repetition of either, the latter being the most common.

Pellets,

oolites, intraclasts, fossils, and algal (cryptozoan) structures
characterize the formation, especially the middle part.

The Gunter

sandstone is bimodal to polymodal.
Post-dolomitization solution affected the dolomite and sandstone
of the formation causing stylolites, rim and center corrosion, secondary mineral growth and pyrite replacement in dolomite and quartz.
Both the dolomite and chert in the Gasconade Formation have been
formed by replacement.

Dolomite replacement occurred in three phases,

early, middle (main) and late.

Over 90 percent of the original carbon-

ate was dolomitized during the main phase of dolomitization.
replacement occurred in two phases, early and late.

Chert

The early phase
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of chertification either interrupted or occurred soon after the main
phase of dolomitization.
The Gasconade Formation was deposited in the intertidal zone
of a shallow sea.

The conditions during the deposition of the middle

part of the formation were shallower than during the deposition of
either the lower or the upper parts.

The main diagenetic events of

the formation show the following sequence:

early phase of dolomiti-

zation; middle (main) phase of dolomitization; early phase of
chertification; late phase of chertification and late phase of
dolomitization.
The petrographic study of dolomite seems to be a challenging
subject.

Dolomitization is more likely to obliterate the original

carbonate sediments, and the investigator has to deal with very little,
if any, of the remaining features.

Of the original features, on a

small scale, pellets seem to be preserved in dolomite after dolomitization.

This may be due to the fact that pellets originally have no

internal structures to lose during dolomitization; however, it is
difficult to say tha t the pellets observed in dolomite are the
original ones.

If, on one hand, the original carbonate features are

more likely to be obliterated during dolomitization, on the other
hand, chertification of the original carbonate features is more likely
to preserve these original features, a situation which has been helpful durin g the study of the Gasconade Formation.

However, if the

dolomitized carbonates are chertified, no original carbonate features
can be expected in the chert .
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It may be concluded that when the original carbonate sediments
are homogeneous, e.g. micrite or mud, it is more probable that the
texture after dolomitization will be euhedral to subhedral, that the
fabric will be either equicrystalline or two-sized, and that the size
of the crystal, will be in the 300-600 micron range.

On the other

hand, if the original sediments are heterogeneous, the resulting
texture after dolomitization will be anhedral to subhedral, the
fabric will more probably be variable, and the crystal size will be
smaller.
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APPENDIX
Description of the Stratigraphic Sections
Following are the description of the stratigraphic sections and
the drill cores of the Gasconade Formation.

Graphic representation

showing location of samples, unit numbers (from youngest to oldest)
and the thickness of each unit, precedes the description of each
section.

One inch in the diagrammatic section represents 5 feet.

The following abbreviations are used in the description of the
sections:
Brown

brn

Grains

grns

Brownish

brni sh

Gray

gy

Calcareous

calc

Irregular

irreg

Chert

cht

Large

1rg

Cherty

chty

Light

lgt

Coarse

crs

Medium

med

Coarsely

crsly

Sandstone

ss

Crystals

xls

Sandy

sdy

Crystalline

xln

Shale

sh

Dark

dk

Stylolite

styl

Dolomite

dol

Very

v

Fine

f

White

wh

Fossiliferous

foss i 1if

With

w/

Grained

grnd
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Bedding thickness (in dolomite)

IBJ

Thin-bedded

~

Med-bedded

~

Thick-bedded

I~ I

Massive-bedded

Lithology

21

fI 1

ffi'tt~A+tl
I. I. .

71

( ·. .

".

dolomite

Cryptozoan (algae in chert

sandstone

cryptozoan (algae in
dolomite)

sandy dolomite

~
~

cross bedding in do 1omi te

1 :~_:!:':1

dolomitic sandstone

!Jyir~

stylolitic dolomite

B

fossils in chert

chert (bedded)

~

ripple marks in sandstone

f

I

irregular chert masses in
dolomite

~. cherty dolomite (nodular)F~~ ~ chert masses with dolom i te
~

cores.

~ chert (oolitic)

Samp l e number

Fig. 3.

4......-

Unit thickness

Explanation of symbols used in diagrammatic sections .
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4.3

30

Fig. 4.

Slabtown Spring Section
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SLABTOWN SPRING SECTION
(Fig. 4)
The section is located along the west side of the Big Piney River
in the SE~, NE~, sec. 16, T. 33N., R. 10 W. in the northeastern part
of Texas County, Missouri and was measured near a cave . The bluff for
the most part, displays the rugged nature of the Gasconade Formation.
The exposures are nearly vertical. The Gasconade-Roubidoux contact is
exposed where the relationship seems to be conformable. The Gasconade
dolomite at the contact shows a fractured and brecciated character, but
this is due to solution effect which is probably enhanced by the permeable Roubidoux sandstone above.
The interva~ from the upper contact to the main cryptozoan unit i s
about 112 feet, which greatly exceeds the normal 50-70 feet. The
section contains about the normal amount of chert. Some of the chert
beds below the main cryptozoan unit are fossiliferous. A thin sandstone bed was encountered about 91 feet from the upper contact, an unusual occurence. There are about three oolitic chert horizons. The
total thickness is about 160 feet of which 4. 3 feet is covered. The
number of samples collected is 59 and the average footage per sample
is 2.63 feet.
Symbo 1:

The section is referred to by the symbo 1 "S".

Roubidoux Formation
Ss, brn to pink, lg gy, f-to med-grnd, thick-bedded.
Gasconade Formation
l.

Dol, lgt olive gy to pinkish gy, vuggy above, med-to crsly xln;
massive-bedded below; thick-bedded above, middle pt weathers to
thin beds. Sand grns in middle pt. Dol at top fractured and/or
brecciated.

2.

Dol, lgt olive gy below, pinkish gy above; vuggy; med-xln below,
f i nely to med-xln in middle pt, med-to crsly xln above; med-bedded
below, thick-to massive-bedded above.

3.

Dol, lgt olive gy below to pinkish gy above; vuggy ; finely xln below,
finely to crsly xln above; med-to th i ck-bedded.

4.

Dol, lgt olive gy; vuggy; med - xln w/ some crs xls ; mas siv e-bedded
below, med-bedded above ; small cht masses in mi ddle pt .

5.

Dol, lgt olive gy ; vuggy ; f i nely to med-xln ; med-to th i ck-bedded ;
styl and fracture s in lwr pt. Two i rreg thin cht beds i n lwr pt.
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6.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; med-to crsly xln; med-to thickwea th~rs to thin beds fermi ng pronounced ledge; s tyl in
th1n beds; th1n cht bed at top; small cht masses in upper pt .

be~ded;

7.

Dol, lgt olive.gy below, pinkish gy above; vuggy; finely to crsly
xln; ~ed-to th1ck-bedded below, thick-bedded above; upper pt is
brecc1ated wjsome fragmented cht masses; thin ss bed in lwr pt.

8.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy; f i nely to med-xln below, f i nely to crsly
xln above, thick-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded above, algal
mounds in lwr pt.

9.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy and cavernous; finely to crsly xln below,
crsly to v crsly xln above; thick-to massive-bedded; cht nodules
below, irreg cht bed (cryptozoan) at top.

10.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy and cavernous; med-to crsly-xln
below, finely to med-xln above; thick-bedded below, med-bedded
above; small cht masses throughout, thin cht bed at top .

11 .

Dol, lgt olive gy below to lgt med gy above; vuggy; finely to crsly
xln; massive-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded above ; mud cracks
in middle pt.

12.

Dol, chty; dol, pinkish gy below, lgt olive gy above ; vuggy; finely
xln; thin-to med-bedded in lwr pt, med-to thick-bedded above. Lrg
banded cht nodules and cht masses throughout, algal cht mounds i n
middle pt.

13.

Dol, chty; dol, pinkish gy to lgt brnish gy; vuggy; finely xln;
thick-to massive-bedded. Cht beds and irreg cht masses throughout ;
algal cht mounds in upper pt.

14.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln; th i ckto massive-bedded below, thin-bedded above; cht bed at top and
cht masses throughout.

15.

Dol, chty; dol, med lgt gy below, olive gy i n middle pt, lgt olive
gy above; med-xln below, finely to med-xln above , th i n-to medbedded, weathered laterally to form upper cave. Several th i n cht
beds, tripolitic cht beds and cht nodules; med cht bed at top
thickens laterally (up to 3 ' ) and contains cryptozoan mounds ; l wr
cht fossilif, cht plates in middle and upper pts .

16 .

Dol, chty; dol, lgt olive gy to pi nk i sh gy ; vuggy ; f i nely to cr sly
xln ; thick-bedded. Irreg cht bed at base, irreg cht masses throughout, thin cht beds and cht plates above. Mud cracks at top .

17.

Do l, pinkish gy; vuggy ; f i nely to med-xln ; thin-to med-bedded , deeply
weathered laterally to form l wr cave; a few small i rreg cht masses .

18.

Dol and cht; dol, pinkish gy below to lgt olive gy above; vuggy;
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finely to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded below, thick-bedded above.
Cht, bedded and irreg cht masses; main cryptozoan unit in middle
pt, cht fossilif. 4.3' interval at base is covered.
19.

Dol, chty; dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to medxln; massive bedded. Irreg oolitic cht bed at base, thin cht
plates and cht masses in lwr pt, lrg irreg cht masses in upper pt;
fossilif and cryptozoan units at top.

20.

Dol and cht; dol, lgt olive gy, finely xln; cht, wh to med gy;
bedding planes not clear.

21.

Dol, chty; dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely xln,
med-to thick-bedded, weathers to thin beds in lwr pt. Thin
tripolitic cht plates along bedding planes, irreg cht masses in
do 1.

22.

Dol, and cht; dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; finely to med-xln;
thin-to med-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded above. Two irreg
cht beds at top grade laterally into dol, upper cht bed contains
fossils, cht masses and cht plates throughout.

23.

Dol, chty; dol lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; finely xln; med-to
thick-bedded. Two irreg oolitic cht beds and cryptozoan unit in
upper pt, irreg cht masses in lwr pt.

24.

Dol, highly chty; dol, pinkish gy, vuggy, finely xln; thick-to
massive-bedded; lrg banded cht nodules grades laterally into
bedded cht in lwr pt.

25.

Dol, chty; dol, pinkish gy; vuggy; finely xln; massive-bedded below,
thin-to med-bedded above; irreg cht masses and plates throughout.
65 feet interval at base covered to water level in Big Piney River.
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GASCONADE RIVER SECTION
(Fig. 5)
The section is located along the bluffs on the north side of the
Gasconade River on the Plunkett property in the SW~, NW~, sec. 31,
T. 37 N., R. 10 W., Dixon 7~ Quad., Pulaski County, Missouri. Highway
P from Missouri Highway 28 leads to the Plunkett property. The bluff
faces the broad valley of the Gasconade River; a cave is conspicuous
in the bluff. The Roubidoux sandstone is exposed here and overlies the
Gasconade dolomite conformably.
The section contains a typical amount of chert in the middle part
and some fossiliferous chert beds are located below the main cryptozoan
unit which lies 70 feet below the Gasconade-Roubidoux contact. Only one
oolitic cht bed was observed. The total thickness measured in 156 feet
of which 17 feet are covered. The total number of samples collected is
52 and the average footage per sample is 2.67 feet.
Roubidoux Formation
Ss, brnish gy to pinkish gy; f-to med-grnd, thick-bedded.
Gasconade Formation
1.

Dol, 1 gt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln; med-to thickbedded; two, irreg, thin, cht beds in lwr pt, cht locally fractured;
dol at top weathered and fractured. 4• interval at base covered.

2.

Dol, lgt olive gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln in lwr pt,
finely to crsly xln above; thin-to med-bedded below, med-to thickbedded above. Contains few qtz grns of sand size. 2.5• interval
at base covered.

3.

Dol, yellowish gy, vuggy an? po~o~s, med-to ~r~ly xln, med-to thickbedded; irreg streaks of tr1pol1t1c cht. 1.5 1nterval at base
covered.

4.

Dol, yellowish gy below, pinkish gy above; med-to crsly xln; medbedded below, thick-bedded in middle pt, med-bedded above; unit
deeply weathered in lwr pt.

5.

Dol, pinkish gy below, yellowish gy above; vuggy; med-to crsly xln;
thick-bedded below, med-bedded above; styl and few cht masses in
upper pt.

6.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln; med-bedded; small
pockets of cht and ss.
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7.

Dol, yellowish gy to pi~kish gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln; irregularly-bedded below, th1ck-bedded above; fragmented cht in lwr pt.

8.

Dol, med lgt gy; med-to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded, several
thin cht beds in lwr pt; cht fractured, fragments cemented by dol.

9.

Dol, lgt olive gy, finely to crsly xln, med-bedded; thin, irreg
cht bed in middle pt; several cht plates along bedding planes.

10.

Dol, lgt gy below, pinkish gy in middle pt, yellowish gy above,
med-to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded; thick, fractured and brecciated
cht beds in middle pt, grade laterally into dol.

11 .

Dol, yellowish brn, med-to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded in lwr pt,
thin-bedded and deeply weathered to form ledge above; mud cracks in
upper pt; cht nodules and tripolitic cht streaks in lwr and middle
pts grade into bedded-cht laterally.

12.

Dol, highly chty; dol, lgt olive gy below, pinkish gy above; finely
to med-xln in lwr pt, med-to crsly xln above; med-bedded; mud cracks
in middle pt; fractured and brecciated cht in lwr pt; main cryptozoan horizon; fossilif (gastropods and cephalopods) in middle pt.
2 1 interval at base covered.

13.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt olive gy below, pinkish gy in middle pt, yellowish gy above; vuggy; finely to crsly xln; thick-to massive-bedded
weathers to med beds above; tht nodules and irreg cht masses; two
cht beds in lwr pt; cht in middle pt fossil if. 1.9 interval at
base covered.
1

14.

Cht, dolomitic; med-bedded; vuggy; fragmented, w/qtz cement; fossilif. 4 1 interval at base covered.

15.

Dol, chty in upper pt, lgt olive gy below to pinkish gy above;
vuggy; finely to med-xln; med-bedded, weathers to thin beds;
cryptozoan cht in upper pt. Low angle cross-bedding in middle pt.

16.

Dol, pinkish gy below to lgt olive gy abo~e; vuggy; finely xln in
lwr pt, med-to crsly xln above; med:to th1ck-bedded; small l~c~l
dol algal mounds in upper pt; brecc1ated cht bed at top; ool1t1c
cht bed at base.

17.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; finely.to ~r~ly xln in lwr pt, medto crsly xln above; thin-bedded; tr1pol1t1c cht streaks along
bedding planes; small cht nodules

18.

Dol lgt gy to pinkish gy below, lgt olive gy above; vuggy; finely
to ~rsly xln below, crsly xln above; thin-to med-bedded, thick-bedded laterally above; wavy bedding planes in lwr pt; algal (?) cht
bed at base; irreg, cht masses
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19.

Dol, lgt olive gy, finely to crsly-xln; thick-to massive-bedded;
algal dol mounds and styl in upper pt; irreg, fractured cht bed
at top; thin streaks of tripolitic cht in lwr pt.

20.

Dol, chty, pinkish gy to lgt brnish gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln
below, finely to med-xln above; thin-to med-bedded; algal dol
mounds in upper pt; cht nodules in lwr pt; two irreg cht beds in
upper pt, thin cht plates along bedding planes; ripple marks (?)
above; fossilif.

21.

Dol, lgt gy to yellowish gy; vuggy and cavernous; med-to crsly xln;
med-to thick-bedded in lwr pt, thin-to med-bedded; cht masses and
cht beds, irreg cht bed at top. Tripolitic cht coating on xls.
Low angle cross-bedding in middle pt.

22.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln; thick-bedded, weathers to
thin beds in lwr pt; small cht nodules. 1.5' interval at base
covered.

23.

Dol, lgt gy below to med gy above; vuggy; med-to crsly xln; thickbedded, weathers to thin beds laterally; fragmented cht nodules
in middle pt. 3' interval at base covered.

24.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln, thick-bedded, weathers to
thin and med beds 1atera 11 y. 67 • i nterva 1 covered to water 1eve 1
in Gasconade River.
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WAYNESVILLE SECTION
(Fig. 6)
The section is located to the north of the west-bound lane of U.S.
Highway 66 at Roubidoux Creek in the NW~, SW~, sec. 30, T. 36 N., R.
10 W., Waynesville 7~· Quad., Pulaski County, Missouri. A gravel outer
road to Roubidoux Spring and Waynesville lies at the base of the section. The rocks are freshly exposed in the lower part of the section
as a result of road construction. In this locality, the basal Roubidoux formation is unusually dolomitic and it is not easy to locate the
contact; however, the contact is better seen along the road~cut on the
east bound lane of U.S. Highway 66, near St. Robert's city limit sign
and is placed at the appearance of thin lenses of sandstone as one
proceeds up section.
The section contains unusually high amounts of chert when compared
to nearby sections J, E and G. The interval above the main cryptozoan
unit is over 100 feet of definite Gasconade. Five oolitic chert beds
occur in the Gasconade and some of the chert beds are fossiliferous.
The total measured thickness is 153 feet of which 37 feet are covered.
The number of samples collected is 48 and the average footage per
samples is 2.41 feet.
Symbo 1 : The section is referred to by the symbo 1 "W".
Gasconade Formation
1•

Dol, sl sdy, pinkish gy; finely to med-xln; massive-bedded below,
thick-bedded above; thin cht plates; qtz xls along fractures.
16.2' interval at base covered.
·

2.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy, med-to crsly xln, med-bedded.
3.5' interval at base covered.

3.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy, med-to crsly xln, med-to
thick-bedded. 2.4' interval at base covered.

4.

Dol pinkish gy to lgt olive gy in lwr pt, med lgt gy in middle pt,
lgt'olive gy above; crsl~ xln in lwr a~d middle ~ts,.finely to crsly
xln above; thick-to mass1ve-bedded, th1n-bedded 1n m1ddle pt.

5.

Dol med lgt gy below, pinkish gy above; vuggy in lwr pt, crsly
xln,in lwr pt, finely to med-xln above; med-to thick-bedded; small
cht nodules in middle pt. 3' interval at base covered.

6.

Dol lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-to crsly xln; med-bedded; cht plates
and'small cht nodules throughout. 2.5' interval at base covered.
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7.

~ol, lgt gy, crsly xln, med-bedded; thin cht plates throughout.
1nterval at base covered.

8.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy; crsly xln; med-bedded; small cht nodules
above; tripolitic cht coating on xls.

9.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt gy, med-to crsly xln; med-bedded; thin cht
beds in upper pt.

4'

10.

Cht, dolomitic; cht grades laterally into dol; thick-bedded; digitate (?) structure in upper pt; dol, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, finely
to crsly xln, contains thin cht plates. 5' interval at base covered.

11.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln below, finely xln above;
thick-to massive-bedded; cht nodules in lwr and middle pts; thin
cht plates throughout.

12.

Cht, dolomitic; cht, oolitic, contains dol masses; bedding not
clear; algal (?)structures in lwr pt. Dol, lgt brnish gy,
finely xln, thin-bedded at base.

13.

Cht below, chty dol above; cht, oolitic, contains local algal
mounds in lwr pt; thick-bedded; clastic cht fragments in cht at
base; fossil if. Dol, pinkish gy, finely xln, thin-bedded; thin
cht plates and masses in upper pt.

14.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; finely to med-xln; med-bedded
below, thin-to med-bedded above; cht plates; irreg tripolitic cht
masses throughout; cht forms local mounds.

15.

Dol, chty; dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; finely to med-xln; medto thick-bedded; irreg cht masses; local digitate (?) algae.

16.

Cht w/two thin dol beds; med-to thick-bedded; oolitic; cryptozoan
structures in cht in middle pt.

17.

Dol, pinkish gy, finely to crsly xln, massive; thin cht plates.

18.

Cht, massive, contains irreg dol masses and algal mounds.

19.

Cht; main cryptozoan unit; some thin dol beds in lwr and upper pts.

20.

Dol, pinkish gy; finely to med-xln, thin-bedded; mud cracks; cht
plates.

21.

Dol, chty; dol, pinkish gy; finely to med-to thick-bedded; thin
cht at base; cht plates in lwr pt; two oolitic cht bed in middle
pt; mud cracks in dol between oolite beds; algal mounds in lwr pt;
cht nodules throughout.
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22.

Dol, pinkish gy; med-to crsly xln in lwr pt, finely xln above,
thick-bedded below, thin-to med-bedded above; small cht plates in
lwr pt; small cht nodules in upper pt.

23.

Dol, highly chty; dol, pinkish gy, finely to crsly xln; med-to
thick-bedded; thick cht bed in middle pt; lrg banded cht nodules
throughout.

24.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, finely to med-xln; thickbedded below, med-to thick-bedded above, thin-bedded at top; lrg
banded cht nodules and thin cht bed in middle pt; small cht nodules
throughout.
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MERAMEC RIVER SECTION
(Fig. 7)
The section is located along the west bluff of Meramec River about
2.5 miles south of Cook Station in the N~, NE~, sec. 30, T. 35 N.,
R. 5 w., Steelville 15' Quad., Dent County Missouri. The overlying
Roubidoux Formation is not exposed although a few sandstone slabs were
observed as float on the slope close to the top of the hill. It is
believed that the underlying Eminence is exposed in the lower part of
the exposure, Hendriks (1954). However, the Gunter member is not
sandstone at this locality and the Eminence-Gasconade contact is placed
at the first appearance of few scattered fine sand grains in dolomite
which occurs in thin-bedded horizon below a massive ledge at about
40 feet above the base of the exposure.
The section contains less chert compared with other Gasconade
sections. There are three oolitic chert beds and the main cryptozoan
unit is not well-developed in the section. The measured thickness is
132 feet of which 24 feet are covered, which does not include the
estimated covered 40•45 feet at top. The total number of samples
collected is 36 and the average footage per sample is 3 feet.
Symbol:

The section is referred to by the symbol "M"

Roubidoux Formation
Ss slabs as float on slope at top of section
Gasconade Formation
40-45' interval at top covered.
1.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, finely to med-xln; thin-bedded below,
med-bedded above; unit partly covered.

2.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln below, crsly xln above; medto thick-bedded, weathers to thin beds in middle pt; small cht
nodules confined to one bed in middle pt.

3.

Dol lgt gy to yellowish gy; vuggy; crsly to v crsly xln; massivebedded weathers to thin and -med beds 1atera lly.

4.

Dol

chty in middle pt; dol, lgt gy, med-to crsly xln; thin to
med~bedded; deeply weathered below forming pronounce? le?ge
above; oolitic cht beds, cht nodules and cht masses 1n m1ddle pt.
Mud cracks in lwr pt.

5.

Dol, lgt gy to yellowish gy, med-to crsly xln, thick-bedded,
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weathers to thin beds in lwr and upper pts.
6.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt gy to yellowish gy, med-to crsly xln; medbedded; styl in lwr pt, tripolitic cht nodules in lwr and middle
pts; two, irreg, oolitic cht beds. 3.7' interval at base covered.

7.

Dol, lgt gy, vuggy; med-xln, thin- to med-bedded.
base covered.

8.

Dol, lgt gy, med-xln, med-bedded. 7' interval at base covered.

9.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, med-to v crsly xln, thin-to med-bedded.

10.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt gy, med-to v crsly xln, med-bedded below, thinbedded above; brecciated, cryptozoan and fossilif. cht in middle pt.
2' interval at base covered.

11.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln w/some v crs xl s; medbedded. 1.5' interval at base covered.

12.

Dol, pinkish gy, finely to crsly xln, med-bedded.

13.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy; med-xln below, finely to crsly xln above;
thick-bedded; a few rounded sand grns in upper pt. 5' interval at
base covered.

14.

Dol, lgt gy, pinkish gy above; med-to crsly xln w/some v crs xls;
med-bedded below, thick-to massive-bedded in middle pt, med-bedded
above; a few small cht nodules in lwr pt.

15.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy and cavernous; crsly to v crsly xln, med-to
crsly xln above; thick-bedded, weathers laterally to thin beds in
upper pt; cht fragment and irreg cht masses in lwr pt.

16.

Dol, lgt gy to yellowish gy; med-to crsly xln, crsly to v crsly xln
close to top; massive-bedded, weathers to thin beds in lwr and
upper pts; numerous small and lrg cavities in lwr pt; mud cracks (?)
at top.

17.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-to crsly-xln; thin-to med-bedded and deeply weathered at base; massive-bedded; numerous lrg
cavities; f, rounded, sand grains in lwr pt decreasing in quantity
upwards.

1.8' interval at

Eminence Formation (Cambrian)
Dol, lgt gy to yellowish gy; vuggy and cavernous, med-to crsly xln;
massive-bedded, med-bedded at top.
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LAKE OF THE OZARKS SECTION
(Fig. 8)

The section is exposed in new road cuts along U.S. Highway 54
east of the Lake of the Ozarks in the NE~, N~~' sec. 18, T. 40 N.,
R. 15 W. in both the Bagnell and Lake Ozarks 7~' Quad., Miller County
Missouri. The road cuts are new and are not shown ori the topographic
maps. The section was measured in two road cuts west of Little
Gravois Creek. The lower cut is the first to the east of the road
where the basal 20 feet were measured along a drain ditch at the floor
of the cut. The upper cut is the second of the creek to the west.
Although neither the lower nor the upper contact is exposed, the
section contains some useful structures. These include ripple marks,
more than one horizon of mud cracks and in the addition to the usual
algal structures, the digitate type is exposed in this section.
The main cryptozoan unit occurs 78 feet from the top of the section; however, because the upper contact is not exposed, the interval
to the top of the formation is greater. There are five oolitic chert
beds; two be 1ow t.he rna in cryptozoan unit and the other three above it.
One of the latter is algal, brecciated and of darker color. This
bed varies in thickness but it is a prominent unit in the section.
The total measured thickness is 158 feet of which 6 feet are covered.
The number of samples collected is 62 and the average footage per
sample is 2.44 feet.
Symbo 1 : The section is referred to by the symbo 1 "L".
Gasconade Formation
1.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy; crsly xln; thin-to med-bedded;
several thin cht beds; cryptozoan structure in upper cht bed. 6'
interval at base covered.

2.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt olive gy to pinkish gy; finely to crsly xln;
thick-bedded weathers to thin beds and dol sands; cht and tripolitic
cht masses &especially in upper pt.

3.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt gy in lwr pt to lgt olive gy above; vuggy;
med-to mostly crsly xln; thick-bedded below, thin-to med-bedded
in middle pt, thick-bedded above; weathers to thin beds locally;
nodular and bedded cht w/algal mounds in middle pt; oolitic cht
bed and tripolitic cht streaks in lwr pt.

4.

Dol, lgt olive gy to pinkish gy; crsly to v crsly xln below, med-to
crsly xln above; massive-bedded below, thick-bedded above, thinbedded at top; digitate algae in lwr pt; a few fractured and
brecciated cht masses in upper pt; well-displayed mud cracks, algal
heads and ripple marks at top. Well-rounded, f-sand grns in upperpt.
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5.

Dol, pinkish gy below, lgt gy in middle pt, pinkish gy above; vuggy;
med-to crsly xln below. crsly xln in middle pt, finely to crsly
xln above; thick-bedded below, thin-bedded in middle pt, med-to
thick-bedded above, small cht nodules in middle pt.

6.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy; crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded, weathers to .
thin beds locally, digitate algae (?) above.
·

7.

Dol, lgt brnish gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln; thin-to med-bedded
grades laterally into thick beds, calcite packets; mud cracks in
upper pt.

8.

Cht, vuggy w/qtz druse, fragmented and brecciated; oolitic and algal;
thin sandy sh bed at base.

9.

Dol, lgt olive gy below, pinkish gy in middle pt, lgt olive gy above;
vuggy; crsly xln; massive-bedded, irregularly weathered into dol
sands w/irreg cht masses in upper pt; small local cht mounds at
base.

10.

Dol, chty;
in lwr pt,
middle pt;
cryptozoan

pinkish gy below, lgt olive gy above; med-to crsly xln
finely to med-xln; med-bedded; main cryptozoan unit in
two oolitic cht beds, one below and the other above
unit; cht beds vary in size laterally.

11.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; finely to med-xln; med-to thick-bedded,
weathers to thin beds locally; thin tripolitic streaks and irreg cht
masses in upper pt; tripolitic cht coating on xls.

12.

Dol, lgt olive gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln; med-to
thick-bedded below, med-bedded above; cht and tripolitic cht masses;
fossils (gastropods) and algal structures w/mud cracks in upper pt;
qtz and calcite xls in vugs.

13.

Dol, lgt olive gy to pinkish gy below pinkish gy above; finely to
crsly xln; thin-to med-bedded, weathers laterally to thin beds;
oolitic, algal and fossilif cht bed at top; thin streaks of tripolitic cht and cht masses.in lowr pts, tripolitic cht coating on
xls; mud cracks in upper pt.

14.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln in lwr pt,
crsly xln above; med-to thick-bedded, undulated bedding planes;
local calcite pockets in vugs; few small cht masses.

15.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy, med-to crsly xln; massive-bedded, weathers to
thin and med beds locally; calcite pockets in vugs; dk small cht
nodules in lwr pt; tripolitic cht coating on xls in upper pt.

16.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded, wavy bedding at top; several irreg cht beds grade laterally
into dol; cht fragmented and brecciated; calcite pockets in vugs.
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17.

Dol, lgt gy, lgt olive gy in middle pt; vuggy; crsly xln below,
finely to med-xln above; thick-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded
above; fragmented and brecciated cht masses; thin irreg cht bed
in upper pt; calcite pockets in vugs.

18.

Dol, lgt gy, med-to crsly xln, med-to thick bedded below, massivebedded above; small cht nodules; small local faults.

19.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy below, lgt gy to lgt olive gy above;
vuggy; med-to crsly xln in lwr pt, crsly to v crsly xln above;
thin-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded above; several, irreg,
fractured, tripolitic cht beds; dol algal (?)mounds w/cht filling
between mounds.

20.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln in lwr pt,
crsly xln above; massive-bedded below, med-bedded above; small cht
masses close to top.
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JONCA CREEK SECTION
(Fig. 9)
The section is located in the north side of Janca Creek, in the
sec. 31, T. 37 N., R. 8 E., Weingarten 15 Quad., Ste. Genevieve
County, Missouri. It can be reached by gravel roads from Weingarten,
a private road leads to the bluff, locally called Bee Bluff, where
these beds were studied. This is the only section included in this
study where the basal Gunter Sandstone is exposed, however, the contact with the overlying Roubidoux Formation could not definitely be
determined. The uppermost part of the Gasconade Formation is covered
and the contact is arbitrarily placed about 30-35 feet above the exposed
Gasconade, where a sandstone which seems to be in place, is first encountered.
SE~,

1

There are five different cryptozoan horizons recognized. The
interval from the uppermost (main?) cryptozoan unit to the Roubidoux
is about 115 ft which is much greater than the normal value of 50-70
feet. The section contains an abnormally large amount of chert. In
contrast to the other sections described, chert is present throughout
the section. There are several fossiliferous chert beds, and two
oolitic chert beds are located below the uppermost (main?) cryptozoan
unit. The measured thickness is about 235 feet (including the covered
interval at top) of which about 90 feet is covered. The number of samples is 72 and the average footage per sample is 2.23 feet.
Symbo 1:

The section is referred to by the symbol

11

A

11
•

Roubidoux Formation
Sandstone float on slopes.
Gasconade Formation
l.

Dol

chty; dol, pinkish gy, finely xln; massive-bedded; irreg cht
mas~es and cht plates; dol well-weathered leaving cht projecting.
3 interval at base covered.
1

2.

Dol

pinkish gy; finely xln; thick-bedded below, med-bedded above;
Partly covered at base.

3.

Dol, chty yellowish to pinkish gy; finely xln, thick-to massivebedded; irreg cht and dol masses throughout; dol well-weathered
leaving cht projecting.

4.

Dol, pinkish gy; finely xln; thin-to med-bedded, small cht masses.

5.

Dol, chty, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; finely xln; med-to thickbedded w/irreg cht masses.

irr~g cht masses throughout; cht fossilif.
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6.

Dol, lgt olive gy; finely xln, med-to thick-bedded; small cht
nodules.

7.

Cht, wh to bluish gy, thick-bedded, dense, fossilif.

8.

Dol, pinkish gy, finely xln, med-bedded, small cht masses.

9.

Cht w/thin dol bed below, wh to bluish gy; dense; single bed;
2.3' interval at base covered.

10.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, lrg vugs in upper pt; finely to crsly
xln; med-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded above; irreg cht masses
in upper pt.

11.

Dol,

12.

Dol, highly chty; dol, lgt olive gy; finely xln; med-bedded; cht
both bedded and in irreg masses.

13.

Dol, lgt olive gy, med-to crsly xln, med-bedded; cht plates parallel
to bedding.

14.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt olive gy, med-to crsly xln; thin-to med-bedded;
cht both bedded and in irreg masses; irreg dol masses in cht.

15.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt olive gy, finely xln, thin-to med-bedded; small
cht masses. 4.5' at base is covered.

16.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely xln; thick-to massive-bedded below, med-bedded, weathers laterally to thin beds above. 3'
at base is covered.

17.

Dol, chty, lgt olive gy, finely xln, med-to thick-bedded; small cht
masses.

18.

Dol, chty, lgt olive gy, finely xln, thin-to med-bedded;cht grades
from tin-to thick-bedded laterally; irreg cht masses in lwr pt.

19.

Dol, pinkish gy, finely xln, thin-to med-bedded; weathers deeply
forming pronounced ledge above; small cht masses.

20.

Cht, dolomitic below; cht, locally fractured; main (?) cryptozoan
unit in upper pt; thick-to massive-bedded; fossilif; irreg dol
masses in cht. Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy, finely to medbedded.

21.

Dol, cht; dol w/cht masses above, cht w/dol masses below; dol, lgt
olive gy, finely to med-xln; med-to thick-bedded; qtz xls in cht.

22.

Dol, and cht irregularly mixed together; dol, lgt olive gy, finely
to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded; dol masses in cht; cht locally
fractured. 2' interval at base covered.

med~lgt

gy, med-to crsly xlni med-bedded; small cht nodules.
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23.

Cht w/a few thin dol beds; cht, med-to thick-bedded fossilif· conDol, lgt gy to pinkish gy,'med-to cr;ly xln.
2 1nterval at base is covered.
-

24.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy, finely to med-xln, med-bedded
below, thick-bedded above; small irreg cht masses in upper pt.

25.

Cht grading to dol laterally; cht contains cryptozoan mounds in
.upper pt, irreg dol masses in cht. Dol, lgt olive gy to lgt gy;
vuggy, finely to crsly xln, med-to thick-bedded, weathers to thin
bed locally.

26.

Dol, v lgt gy at base, lgt gy above; finely to crsly xln; med-to
thick-bedded, middle pt weathers to thin beds forming local ledge
above; several cht masses and cht nodules in upper pt; fossilif
(gastropods).

27.

Dol, chty, med lgt gy, med-to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded; cryptozoan mounds in cht in upper pt. 3.7' interval at base covered.

28.

Dol and cht; dol, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, finely to med xln; bedding
not clear; irreg cht masses in dol above; irreg dol masses in cht
below, cryptozoan structure in lwr pt. 1.3' interval at base covered.

t~i~s irreg dol masses.

-

29. · Dol and cht; dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-to crsly xln, med-to
thick-bedded. Cht ·forms irreg masses along bedded plane.
30.

Dol, chty, pinkish gy, finely to crsly xln, med-bedded; cht nodules
and masses in middle pt. 5' interval at base covered.

31.

Cht w/two thin dol beds; cht, thick-bedded, fossilif; irreg dol
masses in cht. Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, finely to med-xln.
6.5' interval at base covered.

32.

Cht w/a few thin dol beds; cht, thick-to massive-bedded, fossilif (?)
in middle pt, dol masses in . cht; algal mounds in cht in lwr pt. 4.8'
interval at base covered.

33.

Dol and cht irregularly mixed together; dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy,
finely to med-xln; bedding not clear, fossilif at bed at top.
3.6' interval at base covered.

34.

Dol, v lgt gy, vuggy; finely to med-xln; single bed.

35.

Dol

highly chty; dol, lgt gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln; thin-to
5.3' interval
at base covered.

med~bedded; two oolitic cht beds; dol masses in cht.

36.

Dol, slightly sandy, lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln;
thick-to massive-bedded. 1' interval at base covered.

37.

Ss, wh to v lgt gy, f-grnd, med-bedded; cross-bedding in middle pt,
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ripple marks in upper pt; well rounded cht pebbles at base.
Eminence Formation (Cambrian)
Dol, slightly sandy, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, finely to med-xln,
med-bedded; contains small cht nodules and cht fragments; weathers
deeply; fractured.
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DEVIL'S ELBOW SECTION
(Fig. 10)

The section is located in the eastern bluff of the Big Piney River
in the SW!t;,NW!t;, sec. 17, T. 36 N., R. 10 W., Devil's Elbow 7~· Quad,east
of Devil •s Elbow in Pulaski County, Missouri. A gravel road from Highway V is used to reach the section. Gasconade rocks are exposed along
the road in sheer, vertical bluffs in many places. The Gasconade is
overlain by the Roubidoux sandstone with no indication of an unconformity
between the units. The contact is placed at the first appearance of
sandstone. In this locality the Gasconade dolomite is topped by an
irregular chert bed which contains quartz grains of sand size and small
rounded chert pebbles.
The amount of chert in the section is typical. The measured
thickness is about 163 feet of which about 14 feet is covered. The
interval from the Roubixdoux to the main cryptozoan unit is about
67 feet which is about normal. There are three vertically separated
oolitic chert beds below the main cryptozoan unit. The number of samples
collected in 74 and the average footage per sample is 2.01 feet.
Symbol:

The section is referred to by the symbol

11

E

11

Roubidoux Formation
Ss, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, f-to med-grnd, thick-bedded.
Gasconade Formation
1.

Dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy, finely to med-xln; med-to thick-bedded;
discontinuous, brnish, thin cht bed at top contains sand grns and
small, rounded cht pebbles.

2.

Dol, pinkish gy; vuggy finely to med-xln; med-to thick-bedded; small
pockets of ss in middle pt.

3.

Dol, lgt brnish gy below, pi~kish gy a~ove; vuggy; fi~ely to crsly
xln; med-to thick-bedded, th1n-bedded 1n lwr pt. 5.3 at base
covered.

4.

Dol

lgt brnish gy, pinkish gy above; vuggy; finely to crsly xln;

med~bedded, weathers to thin beds in middle pt, deeply weathered

in Jwr pt; styl in upper pt.
sand grns in middle pt.

5.

Sand grns in lwr pt and smaller-sized

Dol, pinkish gy below, lgt gy in middle pt, lgt brnish gy above;
vuggy; finely to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded.
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6.

Dol, pinkish gy to 1ight brnish gy; vuggy and cavernous; finely
to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded, weathers to thin beds w/low
angle cross-bedding locally above.

7.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln below, medto crsly xln above, med-to thick-bedded; v thin ss in lwr pt; thin
cht beds and small cht nodules in lwr and upper pts.

8.

Dol, med lgt gy below, v lgt gy above; med-to crsly xln; med-to
thick-bedded; fractured or breciated in lwr pt. Cht nodules
along bedding planes.

9.

Dol, med lgt gy below, lgt gy above, locally vuggy and cavernous;
med-to crsly xln; med-bedded; tripolitic cht coating on xls .

10.

Dol, chty in lwr pt, lgt gy below, brnish gy in middle pt, med
lgt gy above; vuggy and cavernous locally; thin-bedded and deeply
weathered underlying pronounced ledge in upper pt, thin-to medbedded and in upper pt, mud cracks in upper pt, cht nodules and
irreg cht masses in lwr pt.

11.

Cht, dolomitic; bedding not clear, tripolitic above, banded
nodules in middle pt; cht thickens laterally up to 7
Dol and
cht fractured x/dol weathered and cht projecting, main cryptozoan
reef in upper pt. 4 1 at base covered.
1

•

12.

Dol, lgt med gy below, lgt gy to pinkish gy above; vuggy; finely
to crsly xln below, med-to crsly xln above; thin-bedded and deeply
weathered in lwr pt, thick-to massive-bedded above; calcite xls in
vugs in upper pt; fragmented cht in lwr pt.

13.

Dol, highly chty; dol, pinkish gy, finely to med-xln; thin-to medbedded below, thick-bedded above. Cht, bedded and nodular, oolitic ,
brecciated. Fossilif, algal mounds in thick cht beds in upper pt.

14.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt olive gy below, med lgt gy in middle pt, pinkish
gy above; vuggy; finely to med xln; massive bedded below, thickbedded above, deeply weathered at base; calcite xls in vugs;
several brecciated cht nodules throughout; thin cht beds in upper
pt.

15.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy and cavernous; finely to med-xln, thick-bedded
below, med-bedded and weathered to dol sands above; oolitic cht
bed in upper pt.

16.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy and cavernous; med-to crsly xln,
v crs xls in vugs; med-to thick-bedded; worm or fucoid marking (?);
cht nodules in upper pt. 2.5 at base covered.
1

17.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy and cavernous ; finely to crsly
xln; thick-to massive-bedded, weathers to med beds forming local
ledge above; local cht masses in lwr and middle pts.
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18.

Dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln, thin-bedded
below, thick-bedded, weathers to thin beds above; brecciated and
fragmented w/thin cht bed in lwr pt.

19.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; finely to med-xln w/a few crs xln;
thin-to med-bedded; ripple marks (?) above; fractured thin cht
bed and small cht nodules in middle pt.

20.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy and cavernous; med-xln, crsly xln in lwr pt,
thin-to med-bedded, thick-bedded locally in upper pt; small local
algal mounds; low angle cross-bedding in upper pt.

21.

Dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy, med-to crsly xln, med-bedded weathers
to thin beds in lwr pt forming local ledge above; tripolitic cht
coating on xls; low angle cross-bedding in upper pt.

22.

Dol, lgt med gy below to lgt gy above; med-xln; med-bedded-below,
thin-to med-bedded above; several thin cht beds and lrg cht nodules
.in middle and upper pts, cht locally fractured; tripolitic cht
coating on xls; several lrg and small cavities.

23.

Dol, lgt gy below, pinkish gy above; finely to crsly xln; massivebedded, weathers to thin beds locally in lwr pt; fracutred at top.
Thin oolitic cht bed in lwr pt; thin cht bands at base. Small
cavities.
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OSAGE RIVER SECTION
(Fig. 11 )

The section was measured in a road cut along Missouri Highway 17
where it crosses the Osage River in the NE~, s~~, sec. 11, T. 40 N.,
R. 14 W. , Iberia 15 1 Quad. , Miller County Missouri. The 1ower part
was measured along a drainage ditch close to and west of the bridge,
and the upper part along a new road cut to the west of the road. Neither
the lower nor the upper contacts of the formation are exposed ; however
Roubidoux float occurs at the top.
The upper part of the section contains more than the usual amount
of chert which occurs as nodules, irregular masses and in discontinuous
beds. There is more than one cryptozoan horizon, but the one referred
to as the main cryptozoan unit is the most persistent and the thickest
of all. The interval above the main cryptozoan unit and the top of the
exposed formation is 54 feet, although the actual interval is greater
because the Gasconade-Roubidoux contact was not exposed. There is one
oolitic chert bed below the main cryptozoan unit. The total thickness
neasured is 136 feet of which 1.5 feet are covered. The number of samples
collected is 65 and the average footage per sample is 2.09 feet.
Symbol:

The section is referred to by the symbol

11

0

11
•

Gasconade Formation
1.

Cht, dolomitic, wh to med lgt gy, med-to thick-bedded, dol is wellweathered producing lrg irreg vugs lined w/qtz xls.

2.

Dol, chty, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-xln; thin-bedded below, thickbedded above. Thin cht bed protrudes into upper dol, thin cht bed
in lwr pt thickens laterally.

3.

Dol v lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-xln, thick-bedded; small cht masses
in iwr and upper pts, local thin cht bands; fossilif (gastropods).

4.

Cht, variable in color, single bed, cryptozoan structures; contains
i rreg masses of do 1.

5.

Dol chty, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-xln, thin-bedded below, medbedded above. Cht bed at top, small cht masses throughout; thin
tripolitic cht streaks along bedding planes, local algal mounds in
upper pt.

6.

chty, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-to crsly xln; thick-bedded
Thin
cht beds, local algal mounds in cht beds in upper pt. Unit contains
well-rounded sand grns.

Dol

bel~w to med-bedded above, middle pt weathers to thin beds.
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7.

Dol, chty, lgt brnish gy to pinkish gy, med-xln, med-bedded. Cht
wh to lgt gy, cht is both beddded and in irreg masses, fractured
w/qtz xls along fracture; local algal mounds in upper pt.

8.

Dol, chty, lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-xln, med-bedded; weathers in
dol sands and forms local ledge. Wh to lgt gy, thin-bedded cht
and tripolitic cht along bedding planes w/qtz xls in vugs and
along fractures.

9.

Dol, chty; dol, lgt brnish gy; vuggy and cavernous; med-xln w/a
few crs xls; med-to thick-bedded, weathers to thin beds locally.
Cht, wh to lgt gy, nodular and bedded. Lwr cht bed is brecciated;
upper cht bed varies laterally into thin beds; middle cht forms
local algal mounds.

10.

Cht, dolomitic; cht mostly tripolitic, vuggy w/qtz xln in vugs;
local algal mounds in lwr pt w/brecciated cht around mounds,
streaks of tripolitic cht in middle pt, main cryptozoan structure
in upper pt; oolitic cht at base. Dol, pinkish gy, f to med-xln.
Unit has irreg bedding planes.

11.

Dol, chty; dol, v lgt gy to lgt brnish gy, med-xln, med-bedded
below to thin-bedded above; cht is tripolitic.

12.

Dol, lgt brnish gy; vuggy; med-xln w/crs xls in vugs; med-to thickbedded, thin-bedded locally; cht nodules in lwr pt.

13.

Dol, pinkish gy, med-xln w/a few crs xls, thick-bedded, weathers to
thin and med beds in middle pt; contains cht nodules especially in
upper pt and small dolomitic algal mounds in middle pt. 1 .s•
interval at base covered.

14.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-xln w/a few crs xls, med-bedded,
chty in lwr pt especially along bedding planes; small cht nodules
in upper pt.

15.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-xln; med-bedded below, thinto med-bedded above; tripolitic cht in lwr pt.

16.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt brnish gy; vuggy; med-xln w/a few crs xls in
vugs; thin-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded above; small cht
nodules in lwr pt.

17.

Dol, pinkish gy below, lgt gy above, med-xln; med-bedded below,
thin-to med-bedded above; small cht nodules in middle pt.

18.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-xln; med-bedded thickening
laterally; wh tripolitic cht coating on dol xls; cht nodules in
upper pt.

19.

Dol, pinkish gy below, lgt olive gy above, med-xln; thin-to medbedded below, thick-bedded above. Lwr pt fractured and has several
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thin cht beds; algal mounds and cht nodules in upper pt.
20.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt gy; vuggy; med-xln w/a few crs xls in vugs;
thick-bedded in lwr and upper pts, med-bedded in middle pt; tripolitic cht and cht streaks along bedding planes.

21.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-xln w/a few crs xls in vugs;
thick-to massive-bedded below, med-bedded above; cht masses in lwr
pt.

22.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-xln; med-to thick-bedded;
tripolitic cht coating on dol xls.

23.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-xln, massive-bedded.

24.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt gy; vuggy; med-xln w/crs xls in vugs;
massive-bedded, weathering to med beds locally. Lrg cavity in lwr
pt contains algal mounds. Cht locally fractured.
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JEROME SECTION
(Fig. 12)
The section was measured along three road-cuts on the north side
of the outer road of the west-bound lane of Interstate I-44 west of
the bridge over the Little Piney River in the N~~' SE~, sec. 24,
T. 37 N., T. 10 W., Newburg Quad., Phelps tounty, Missouri. The upper
part of the section to the Roubidoux contact is covered.
The section contains the normal amount of chert. There are
several cryptozoan units which occur at different stratigraphic positions, none of which can be recognized as the main cryptozoan unit.
A fossiliferous chert unit is located along a ditch at the base of
the upper cut. Three oolitic chert horizons occur in the section.
The total measured thickness is 135 feet of which 5.3 feet interval
is covered. The number of samples collected is 55 and the average
footage per sample is 2.33 feet.
Symbol:

The section is referred to by the symbol
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Roubidoux Formation
Ss, wh to brnish, gy, f to med grnd, med-to thick-bedded.
Gasconade Formation
Interval from upper-most exposed Gasconade rocks to Roubidoux contact
is covered and not measured.
1.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; highly porous and friable, crsly xln,
thin-to med-bedded, tripolitic cht coating on xls.

2.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy, med-to crsly xln; thick-to
massive-bedded below, thin-to med-bedded above; thin tripolitic
cht bands along bedding planes in upper pt, cht is fossilif.
5.3' interval at base covered.

3.

Dol, chty, v lgt gy to pinkish gy; vuggy; med-xln, med-to thickbedded. Irreg cht and tripolitic cht masses, brecciated cht
bed at top possibly algal.

4.

Dol, chty, lgt gy, vuggy, med-to crsly xln, thin-bedded.
thin cht beds and small cht nodules throughout.

5.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, vuggy, med-xln; thin-to med-bedded
below, thick-bedded above oolitic cht bed in middle pt; irreg
tripolitic cht masses along bedding planes in upper pt; several
small local algal mounds in middle pt.

Irreg.
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6.

Dol, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-xln, thin-to med-bedded, thickbedded locally above. Several algal mounds in middle and upper
pts. Mud cracks in middle pt. Irreg cht bed and cht masses at
top, thin tripolitic cht streaks along bedding planes.

7.

Dol, v lgt gy to pinkish gy, vuggy in upper pt; finely to med-xln;
thin-to med-bedded below, thick-bedded above. Irreg cht beds in
lwr and middle pts, lwr cht is fossilif, brecciated and contains
local algal mounds. Mud cracks in middle pt. Qtz druse in vugs.

8.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, med-xln, med-to thick-bedded; small
tripolitic cht masses along bedding planes in lwr pt, cht nodules
in middle pt.

9.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt gy, med-xln, thin-to med-bedded; lrg cht
nodules close to top, thin tripolitic cht streaks and mud cracks
in lwr pt.

10.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt gy, med-xln, thin-to med-bedded; thin tripolitic cht bands in along bedding planes; mud cracked.

11.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy in upper pt, med-xln; thin-bedded below, med-to thick-bedded above; thin cht plates along bedding planes, lwr pt weathers to dol sands.

12.

Dol, lgt gy, vuggy; med-to crsly xln, med-bedded below, thin
bedded above; nodular and bedded cht in upper pt; cryptozoan
structures and fossils (?) in cht. Calcite pockets in vugs.

13.

Dol, chty, lgt gy to pinkish gy, med-xln, thin-to med-bedded;
cht mostly nodular; cht bed close to top; algal mounds in
upper part.

14.

Dol, lgt gy to pinkish gy, vuggy, med-to crsly xln, med-bedded;
cht nodules along bedding planes.

15.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, med-xln, thick-bedded below, medbedded above; tripolitic cht streaks, algal mounds in upper
pt and a brecciated cht bed at top.

16.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy, med-to crsly xln, thin-bedded;
two thin cht beds and tripolitic cht masses.

17.

Dol, pinkish gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy, med-xln; thick-to massive-bedded; weathers to dol sands; a few tripolitic cht nodules
in middle pt, thin cht bed below.

18.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, med-xln, med-to thick-bedded; several
cht beds, one in the middle pt contains local algal mounds, another at base is oolitic. Dol weathets to dol sands.

19.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, med-to crsly xln, med-to thick-bedded;
a few small cht nodules. Dol weathers to dol sands.
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20.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy, med-to crsly x1n; massive-bedded,
weathers to thin and med beds; thin tripolitic cht bands along
bedding planes; calcite xls in vugs.

21.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt brnish gy, med-to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded;
weathers to dol sands, streaks of tripolitic cht.

22.

Dol, lgt gy to brnish gy, vuggy, crsly to v crsly xln; massivebedded, weathers to dol sands , calcite xls in vugs.

23.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy, crsly to v crsly xln, thickto massive bedded; a few small cht nodules, calcite xls i n vugs .

24.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt gy, vuggy, med-to crsly xln, v crsly xls in
vugs; med-bedded below, thick-bedded above.

25 .

Dol, chty, lgt gy to med lgt gy; vuggy, crsly to v crsly xln,
med-to thick-bedded, two irreg cht beds, lwr cht bed contains algal
mounds, upper cht bed is brecciated and fractured .
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Fig. 13.

Drill Core GT-1
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DRILL CORE GT-1
(Fig. 13)
The cores have been released by the Cerro Mineral Exploration
Company, Mid-Continent Region, the drill hole is located in the SW~, sec.
22, T. 51 N., R. 17 W. Glasgow 15 1 Quad, Howard County, Missouri.
Roubidoux Formation
Not studied in detail
Gasconade Formation
1.

Dol, med gy to lgt olive gy; highly vuggy, finely to med-xln w/v
crs dol xls in vugs; thin-to med-bedded w/sh partings; fractured.
Thin cht bed at base, possibly algal; a few small cht nodules
throughout. Pyrite xls in vugs and 1 ss bed in lwr pt; styl.
Roubidoux ss filling fractures at top.
11

2.

Dol, lgt gy to
xln w/some crs
Styl and dk sh
cht masses and

med lgt gy and lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to medxls, med-to thick-bedded, massive in middle pt.
partings in upper and lwr pts. Pyrite xls. A few
nodules in upper pt.

3.

Dol, highly chty; dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy, finely xln w/a few crs
xls, thin-to med-bedded; small pyrite xls. 1 • cht bed in middle pt,
cht is tripolitic.

4.

Dol, chty; dol, med gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy, med-xln w/a few crs
xls; med-to thick-bedded w/thin sh partings; styl. Thin cht streaks
in lwr and middle pt, tripolitic cht beds in upper pt. Mud cracks (?)
in lwr pt.

5.

Dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy and/or lgt olive gy; finely xln below, medto crsly-xln above; thin-to med-bedded; several dk sh streaks and
styl in lwr pt. Cht bed at top and tripolitic cht masses throughout.

6.

Dol, v lgt gy below, lgt olive gy in middle pt to lgt gy above;
highly vuggy in middle pt; finely to med-xln below, med-xln w/a few
scattered crs xls above; med-to thick-bedded w/thin dk sh partings;
styl. Several tripolitic cht masses and thin cht beds in lwr and
upper pts.

7.

Dol, lgt gy, pinkish gy in middle and upper pts; vuggy and fractured;
med-to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded w/a few thin sh parting; wh
tripolitic coating on dol xls. Tripolitic cht masses in lwr pt.

B.

Dol, v lgt gy to med lgt gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln w/v crs dol xls
in vugs; thin-to med-bedded w/several dk sh partings; tripolitic cht
coating on dol xls. A few small cht masses throughout.
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9.

Dol, v lgt gy to med lgt gy, lgt olive gy above; vuggy; med-to crsly
xln; thick-to massive-bedded w/sh parting in lwr pt. Small tripolitic cht masses throughout.

10.

Dol, med lgt gy, lgt olive gy or yellowish gy in vuggy areas; medxln w;a few crs xls; thick-to massive-bedded; pyrite xls in vugs.
Several irreg tripolitic cht masses.

11.

Dol, v lgt gy to med lgt gy; vuggy; med-xln w/a few scattered crs
xls; med-to thick-bedded w/dk sh partings. Several tripolitic cht
beds and masses throughout.

12.

Dol, v lgt gy_to lgt med gy and lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly
xln; thick-to massive-bedd~d. Several tripolitic cht masses.

13.

Dol, lgt gy; vuggy; med-xln w/a few crs xls; thick-to massivebedded w/thin dk sh streaks in upper pt. Cht nodules.

14.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln; med-to thickbedded w/thin dk sh streaks in upper pt; styl in lwr pt; tripolitic
cht coating on dol xls; small pyrite xls throughout.

15.

Dol, v lgt gy to lgt olive gy; highly porous and vuggy; med-to
crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded w/dk sh streaks; pyrite xls throughout. Cht w/qtz xls in lwr pt.

16.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy and porous; med-to crsly xln w/v
crs xls in vugs; med-to thick-bedded. A few irreg tripolitic cht
masses in middle pt.

17.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln; med-to thickbedded. Tripolitic cht bands on upper pt; thin tripolitic cht bed
below.

18.

Dol, med gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-xln; med-bedded.
and/or brecciated thin tripolitic cht bed in upper pt.

19.

Dol, med lgt gy to med gy; vuggy; med to crsly xln; med-to thickbedded w/thin sh streaks; pyrite xls throughout. Tripolitic cht
masses in lwr pt.

20.

Dol, highly chty; dol, lgt olive gy to med lgt gy, vuggy, med-to
crsly xln; thin-bedded; pyrite xls throughout. Several thin tripolitic cht beds.

21.

Dol, med lgt gy; vuggy and fractured in middle pt; med-to crsly xln,
med-bedded; styl and dk sh streaks in lwr pt.

22.

Dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy, lgt olive gy in middle pt; vuggy in lwr
pt; med-xln w/a few crs xls, med-to thick-bedded, laminated close
to top; styl at base and at top; thin dk sh streaks. Small cht
nodules in upper pt, fractures at base filled w/cht.

Fractured
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23.

Dol, lgt gy to med gy; vuggy, med-to crsly xln w/a few qtz grns in
lwr pt; med-to thick-bedded w/dk sh streaks; wavy bedding; styl in
lwr pt; dol fractured and brecciated. Pyrite xls. Tripolitic
cht masses w/qtz xls.

24.

Dol, sandy; lgt olive gy to med gy; finely-xln below, med-to crsly
xln above, thin-to med-bedded w/thin sh streaks in middle pt; styl
in upper pt. Pyrite xls throughout Small tripolitic cht masses
in lwr pt.

25.

Dol and ss, dolomitic ss below, sandy dol above; med gy to lgt olive
gy vuggy; dol is med-xln, ss is f-grnd; med to thick-bedded w/sh
streaks.

26.

Ss, brnish to pinkish gy, f-grnd, med-bedded; unit has dol pebbles
and fragments. Dol and clay cement. Vertical fracture contains
dol x1s.

27.

Dol and ss, med gy to med lgt gy, dol at base decreasing upwards;
ss is f-grnd, med-bedded; dol fragments in ss.

Eminence Formation (Cambrian)
l.

Dol, med gy to lgt olive gy, finely xln w/v crs dol xls in vugs,
med-bedded; styl; fractured; contains small pyrite xls.

2.

Dol, med olive gy below, olive gy above; vuggy; med-to crsly xln
w/v crs xls in vugs; med-bedded; styl in upper pt.
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Fig. 14.

Drill Core p-1 Brown
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DRILL CORE P-1 BROWN
(Fig. 14)
The cores have been released by the Eagle Picher Industries, Inc.
and the drill hole is located in the NW~, NW-1;, sec. 4, T. 20 N., R.
24 E., Delaware County, Oklahoma. Samples are referred to by symbol
PB.
Roubidoux Formation (?)
Dol, chty above, ss at base; dol, med lgt gy, med-to crsly xln;
thin-to med-bedded w/ several sh streaks in lwr pt, med-to thickbedded above. Cht, bedded and tripolitic. Ss, med-grnd, wellrounded, med-bedded, cemented by dol and sh. Sand grns in dol in
middle pt and in fractures in cht in upper pt.
Gasconade Formation
1.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy in middle pt, finely to crsly
xln below, finely to med-xln w/crs xls in vugs in middle pt, medto crsly xln above, thick-to massive-bedded; pyrite xls in vugs.

2.

Dol, chty below; dol, olive gy to med gy below, lgt gy to lgt olive
gy above; vuggy; finely to crsly xln below, med-to v crsly xln above; med-to thick-bedded; styl in lwr pt; pyrite xls. Cht, thinto med-bedded, fragmented.

3.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln, v crs xls
close to vugs; med-to thick-bedded; pyrite xls in vugs; several
thin cht beds and small cht nodules in middle pt.

4.

Dol, lgt med gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln; med-to
thick-bedded, v thin-bedded at top w/dk sh streaks and thin beds
of tripolitic cht; pyrite xls in middle pt.

5.

Dol, highly chty; dol, wh to med gy; vuggy; med-to thick-bedded;
pyrite xls. Cht, bedded, nodular, fragmented, fragmented portion
cemented by qtz xls; fossils in bedded cht.

6.

Dol,
xls;
cht,
pts,

7.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy and porous, med-to crsly xln;
thick-to massive-bedded w/thin sh streaks and tripolitic cht bands;
fractured in lwr pt; pyrite xls throughout; tripolitic cht coating
on xl s.

highly chty; dol, lgt olive gy; finely to med-xln w/a few crs
med-to thick-bedded w/sh streaks. Several thin to med beds of
mostly tripolitic; cryptozoan (?) structure in lwr and upper
fossils in lwr cht; cht nodules throughout.
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8.

Cht, dolomitic, fractured and brecciated of fragment of varying
sizes, pyrite xls.

9.

Dol, olive gy in lwr pt, lgt gy to lgt olive gy above; vuggy; medto crsly xln; thick-to massive-bedded; wavy in middle pt, styl and
fractures in lwr pt; tripolitic cht coating on xls.

10.

Dol, med lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to v crsly xln, medxln in upper pt; thick-to massive bedded w/dk sh streaks in upper
pt; pyrite xls, tripolitic cht coating on xls.

11.

Dol, med gy to lgt olive gy, vuggy; crsly to v crsly xln; thickbedded, massive i·n middle pt; styl in upper pt, pyrite xls throughout.

12.

Dol, lgt olive gy; vuggy; crsly to v crsly xln, thick-bedded w/styl
in upper pt; more pyrite below than above; tripolitic cht coating
on xls, algae (?) in lwr pt.

13.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med gy; vuggy; crsly to v crsly xln; thickto massive-bedded w/styl and sh streaks in upper pt; pyrite throughout, algae (?) in middle pt.

14.

Ss, v lgt gy to lgt gy; f-to med-brnd; thin-to med-bedded w/several
sh streaks especially in upper pt; dol and clay cement.

15.

Dol, sandy, lgt gy to med lgt gy; med-to crsly xln; thin-to medbedded w/sh streaks, algae (?) in upper pt, sand grns and pyrite
scattered throughout.

16.

Ss, lgt gy to med lgt gy, f-to med-grnd; thin-to med-bedded w/styl
and sh streaks; rounded dol fragments in lwr pt; dol and clay cement.

Eminence Formation (Cambrian)
Not studied in detail
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Fig. 15.

Drill Core P-1 Martin
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DRILL CORE P-1 MARTIN
(Fig. 15)
The cores have been released by the Eagle Picher Industries, Inc.,
and the drill hole is located in the SW\, S~~' sec. 35, T. 25 N., R.
19 E., Craig County, Oklahoma. Thin sections are marked PM.
Roubidoux Formation
Dol and ss; dolomitic ss below, sandy dol above; dol, lgt gy to lgt
olive gy, finely to crsly xln; med-to thick-bedded w/sh streaks.
Ss, f-to med-grnd, dol fragments in ss in lwr pt; ss filling vertical fracture in dol in upper pt.
Gasconade Formation
1.

Dol, sandy; lgt gy to lgt olive gy; finely to crsly xln; thin-to
med-bedded w/sh partings; styl; algal lamination (?) in lwr pt.

2.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln; thin-to med
bedded w/sh streaks and styl especially in lwr and upper pts; a few
cht nodules in middle pt; 711 ss bed in lwr pt.

3.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; finely to med-xln; thick-bedded w/sh
streaks in middle pt; thin cht beds throughout; algal structures (?)
in cht in middle pt.

4.

Dol, lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln; med-to thick-bedded
w/several dk sh streaks; styl; 3 thin cht beds; banded cht nodules
in lwr pt.

5.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln w/v crs xls
in vugs; thin-bedded in lwr and upper pts w/dk sh streaks, thickbedded in middle pt; styl; pyrite xls throughout; cht nodules in lwr
pt.

6.

Dol, lgt olive gy, pinkish gy in lwr pt; finely to med-xln w/some
crs xls; med-to thick-bedded in lwr and upper pts, thick-to massivebedded in middle pt; several dk sh streaks; styl; pyrite xls throughout; cht nodules in lwr and upper pts, cht fragmented above.

7.

Dol, lgt olive gy to lgt gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln; thin-to
med-bedded w/sh streaks, styl in lwr and upper pts.

8.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to crsly xln w/some v
crs xls in vugs; thick-to massive-bedded w/sh streaks; cht nodules
in lwr and upper pts.
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9.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely xln w/a few crs xls;
thick-bedded; two cht beds, qtz xls in vugs in cht.

10.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; lrg vugs in lwr pt; finely xln w/a
few crs xls; thick-bedded w/sh streaks in middle and upper pts;
pyrite xls throughout; two thin cht beds, and cryptozoan structure
in lwr cht bed; cht nodules in middle and upper pts.

11.

Dol, chty below; dol, med lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-xln;
thick-bedded below, massive above; cht is fossilif.

12.

Dol, lgt olive gy to lgt gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln; med-to thickbedded w/sh streaks close to top; styl; two med cht beds; algal (?)
lamination in upper pt.

13.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med lgt gy' below, lgt olive above; vuggy and
porous; finely to med-xln below, med-to crsly xln above w/sh streaks
in upper pt; pyrite xls throughout.

14.

Dol, med lgt gy to med gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln; med-to thickbedded; fractured w/v crs dol xls in vugs and fractures; pyrite xls
throughout.

15.

Dol, chty above; dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln;
med-bedded; thick gy cht bed above; small cht nodules in lwr pt;
pyrite xls throughout. Dol and cht fractured and brecciated.

16.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med lgt gy; med-to crsly xln below, med-xln
above; med-to thick-bedded w/sh streaks; styl; pyrite xls throughout;
thin tripolitic cht bed in lwr pt; thin ss bed in upper pt.

17.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med lgt gy, lgt gy above; vuggy; med-to crsly
xln w/lrg xls in vugs, finely xln in middle pt; med-to thick-bedded; tripolitic cht nodules in upper pt; tripolitic cht coating on
xls.

18.

Dol, lgt gy to med lgt gy, olive gy in lwr pt; med-to crsly xln;
thick-bedded below, med-bedded w/sh streaks in middle pt, thickbedded above.

19.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln w/v crs xls in
vugs; thick-to massive-bedded; fractured.

20.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med lgt gy, lgt gy in middle pt; vuggy; med-to
crsly xln, finely to crsly xln above w/v crs xls in vugs; thick-to
massive-bedded; pyrite xls throughout.

21.

Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln w/v crs xls in
vugs; thick-to massive-bedded w/thin sh streaks in upper pt; styl
in lwr pt.

22.

Dol, lgt olive gy; med-to crsly xln; thick-to massive-bedded w/thin
sh streaks; styl; more pyrite in sh and styl seams than in dol.
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23.

Dol, lgt olive gy to med gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln w/v crs xln
in vugs; thick-to massive-bedded w/thin sandy sh bed in middle pt;
styl.

24.

Dol, lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly xln below, med-xln above,
v crs xls in vugs; med-to thick-bedded w/thin sh streaks; sandy
dol bed in middle pt.

25.

Dol, wjseveral sandy horizons, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; medto crsly xln below, finely to crsly xln above, v crs dol xls in
vugs; med-to thick-bedded below, thin-to med-bedded above w/sh
streaks; wavy bedding in lwr pt, styl.

26.

Dol, sandy and shally in lwr pt, lgt olive gy; vuggy; med-to crsly
xln w/v crs xls in vugs; thin-bedded below, med-bedded above w/sh
streaks; rounded dol fragments at base.

Eminence Formation (Cambrian)
Dol, lgt gy to lgt olive gy; vuggy; finely to med-xln w/crs xls in
vugs; med-to thick-bedded w/sh streaks and styl in upper pt.
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